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ANNOTATION 

This document contains information for verifying, maintaining and tuning to the conditions for the 

specific application of the software «Complex of management for data bank of digital maps and remote 

sensing of the Earth» (Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth) PARB.00033-03. 

The document is intended for maintenance and operation of the software product «Complex of 

management for data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth» (Data bank of digital maps 

and remote sensing of the Earth) PARB.00033-03. 
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1 GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAM 

1.1 Assignment of the program 

The software product «Complex of management for data bank of digital maps and remote sensing 

of the Earth» (Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth) PARB.00033-03 (hereinafter – 

Complex) is intended for accumulation, accounting, issuance of geospatial information (digital maps, 

remote sensing data, matrices of heights and documents), systematization of the metadata for archive of 

the geospatial information, collective access, display of metadata for the data bank by means of a web 

browser, creation, maintenance and display of schemes for availability of geospatial information. 

The main functions of Complex are: 

- accumulation, recording, storage and delivery of digital maps, remote sensing data and matrices 

of heights, as well as their digital forms; 

- input control for the structure of digital maps, remote sensing data, matrices of heights and the 

completeness of their metadata; 

- automatic accumulation and accounting of several versions for digital maps, remote sensing 

data and matrices of heights; 

- search for digital maps, remote sensing data, matrices of heights and documents based on 

metadata with the possibility of selection (filtering) and display them on the background map; 

- issuing the geospatial information at the request of the user; 

- forming reports on the availability of materials, data types, storage scales, reports on the date of 

the state of the terrain, the amount of occupied disk space; 

- formation of geo-coverings for the specified territory from digital maps, remote sensing data 

and matrices of heights; 

- automatic transformation of digital maps, remote sensing data and elevation matrices into the 

specified coordinate system to form a geo-coverage for the specified territory; 

- provision of administration for the metadata of data base and archive of digital maps and remote 

sensing data and authorized access to data on the basis of data security tools included in the 

operating system; 

- creation, automatic updating and display in the specified symbols of schemes for availability of 

digital maps, remote sensing data and matrices of heights stored in the data bank.  

 

1.2 Hardware and software requirements 

The software product can be executed in 64-bit operating environment of Windows OS on 

computers with Intel processor architecture. 

Recommended requirements for hardware and software of the server: 

- processor type Intel Core i3 3.33 GHz or higher; 

- RAM from 16 Gbytes and more; 

- hard disk capacity of 2 Tbytes and more; 

- Ethernet network card with a performance of 1 Gbit/second and higher; 

- uninterruptable power source; 

- HTTP-server IIS, Apache, or ngnix; 

- DBMS PostgreSQL; 

- PHP interpreter version 5 and higher; 

- software product GIS WebService SE PARB.00160-01 (included in Complex); 

- software product GIS Server PARB.00049-01 (included in Complex). 

 

For PHP interpreter, it is necessary to have installed extensions to interact with DBMS PostgreSQL. 

Main types of browsers are supported: Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer. 
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2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM 

2.1 Components of the program 

Software (SW) of Complex has the client-server architecture. Access to the program and data 

exchange is done through a web browser. 

The complex consists of PHP server scripts, JavaScript client script libraries, service files and 

program documentation. 

To maintain the data base of metadata, it is used DBMS PostgreSQL. 

To provide access to metadata schemas and file storage, the following products are used: 

- GIS Server PARB.00049-01 – provides physical access to metadata schemas and placement of 

materials in the storage. It is installed in a separate directory. It is configured automatically 

when Complex is installed. 

- GIS WebService SE PARB.00160-01 – provides remote access to spatial data and their 

publication via OGC WMS, WMTS, WFS and WCS protocols. It is part of the complex, 

installed in the directory of the complex and it has all the necessary settings for the operation of 

Complex. 

 

 

Figure 1 -  General scheme of the complex 

Complex is located in two main directories: the executable file directory and the metadata catalog. 

By default, the executable files are installed in the directory: c:\Program Files\Panorama\GeoDBSE. The 

metadata catalog is installed in the directory: c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE.  
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3 CONFIGURING THE PROGRAM 

3.1 Mandatory security policy 

The complex supports mandatory access control implemented by the operating system. Only one 

copy of Complex should be installed for each level of the system access. 

 

3.2 Configuring the IIS web server 

On the web server the interpreter PHP should be connected, MIME types and the document by 

default must be configured and some FastCGI parameters must be changed. 

 

3.2.1 Connecting PHP as Fast-CGI 

For connecting PHP as Fast-CGI module on IIS it is necessary in properties of a website to open the 

panel «Handler Mappings» and to choose action «Add module mapping». It is necessary to specify 

extension *.php, to choose module «FastCgiModule», specify the executable file php-cgi.exe and to set a 

name, for example PHP. 

 

 
Figure 2 -  Add module mapping 

3.2.2 FastCGI parameters 

To perform long processes, such as the formation of archives, it is necessary to increase the allowed 

execution time of the php script to 20 minutes. To do this, in the FastCGI parameters, you must set the 

«Action timeout» equal to 1200 (by default = 30). 
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Figure 3 -  Action timeout 

Similar values must be set and in the PHP interpreter settings.  

 

3.2.3 MIME types 

MIME types allow you to configure extensions and associated with them content types that are 

processed as static files. In addition to the standard types, on the web-server the MIME types should be 

assigned for files of formats: json, woff, woff2.  

To add a MIME type, open the «MIME Types» panel in the website properties and select the 

«Add»action. For .json files, the MIME type must be specified: application/json. For .woff and .woff2 

files, the MIME type must be specified: application/x-woff. 
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Figure 4 -  MIME type for json files 

 

Figure 5 -  MIME type for woff files 

 

Figure 6 -  MIME type for woff2 files 

3.2.4 Default Document 

The default document is the file returned to the client in case the file name was not specified in the 

request. To add a default document, open the «Default Document» panel in the website properties and 

select the «Add» action. As a file name, specify «index.php». 
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Figure 7 -  Adding a default document 

3.3 Configuring the Apache Web Server 

On the web server the PHP interpreter must be connected, MIME types and a default document 

must be configured. 

 

3.3.1 Connecting PHP as the Apache module 

Module in the form of a dynamic library for the latest versions of Apache comes, as a rule, in the 

distribution of php. For example, php5apache2_4.dll (module for Apache version 2.4 and php version 5). 

If this module is not available for the version of Apache and php that is being used, then the Fast-CGI 

mode should be used. 

To configure the mode, it is necessary: 

1) Open the httpd.conf file. 

2) Add the line LoadModule php5_module «c:/php/php5apache2_4.dll» into the end of the list of 

connected modules. 

 

Here «c:/php» is the directory with the installed interpreter php. 

 

Host Configuration: 

 

Alias /gwsse/ "C:/Program Files/Panorama/GISWebServerSE/" 

 

<Directory "C:/Program Files/Panorama/GISWebServerSE"> 

    Options -Indexes 

 <IfModule php5_module> 

   AddType application/x-httpd-php php 

 </IfModule> 

 AllowOverride All 

    Require all granted 

</Directory> 

 

After saving the settings file, restart the web server. 

 

3.3.2 Connecting PHP as Fast-CGI 

To run php scripts in Fast-CGI mode, you can use the fcgid module. This module can be 

downloaded on the website of the web server developer. 

To configure the mode, it is necessary to: 

1) Open the file httpd.conf. 

2) Copy the extension module into the modules directory. 
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3) Make sure that the line: LoadModule setenvif_module modules/mod_setenvif.so is 

uncommented. 

4) Uncomment the line: LoadModule cgi_module modules/mod_cgi.so. 

5) Add the line: LoadModule fcgid_module modules/mod_fcgid.so into the end of the list of 

connected modules. 

 

Configuring the module fcgid: 

 

<IfModule fcgid_module> 

  FcgidInitialEnv          

PATH "c:/php;C:/WINDOWS/system32;C:/WINDOWS;C:/WINDOWS/System32/Wbem;" 

  FcgidInitialEnv SystemRoot "C:/Windows" 

  FcgidInitialEnv SystemDrive "C:" 

  FcgidInitialEnv TEMP "C:/WINDOWS/Temp" 

  FcgidInitialEnv TMP "C:/WINDOWS/Temp" 

  FcgidInitialEnv windir "C:/WINDOWS" 

  FcgidIOTimeout 64 

  FcgidConnectTimeout 16 

  FcgidMaxRequestsPerProcess 1000  

  FcgidMaxProcesses 50  

  FcgidMaxRequestLen 8131072 

  # Location php.ini: 

  FcgidInitialEnv PHPRC "c:/php" 

  FcgidInitialEnv PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS 1000 

  FcgidInitialEnv ALLUSERSPROFILE "C:/ProgramData"  

</IfModule> 

 

Allow the HTTP transfer of the Authorization header: 

 

<IfModule setenvif_module> 

  SetEnvIf Authorization "(.*)" HTTP_AUTHORIZATION=$1 

</IfModule> 

 

Configuring of Host: 

 

Alias /gwsse/ "C:/Program Files/Panorama/GISWebServerSE/" 

 

<Directory "C:/Program Files/Panorama/GISWebServerSE"> 

    Options -Indexes +ExecCGI 

    <Files ~ "\.php$"> 

      AddHandler fcgid-script .php 

      FcgidWrapper "c:/php/php-cgi.exe" .php 

    </Files> 

  AllowOverride All 

    Require all granted 

</Directory> 

 

After saving the settings file, restart the web server. 
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3.4 Configuring the PHP interpreter 

The PHP interpreter settings are stored in the php.ini configuration file. By default, it is located in 

the interpreter directory, for example: c:\PHP\php.ini. 

Before installing the Complex, you need to make sure that you have installed the necessary php 

modules: 

- gd; 

- exif; 

- mbstring; 

- sockets; 

- xmlrpc; 

- dom; 

- json; 

- libxml; 

- session; 

- SimpleXML; 

- pgsql; 

- com_dotnet; 

- ldap. 

 

It is possible to check the list of installed modules using the function PHP phpinfo (). For this 

purpose it is necessary:  

- to create an info.php file with the following content: 

<?php 

    phpinfo(); 

?> 

- to load the created file into a directory whose contents are accessible via HTTP protocol, for 

example, c:\inetpub\wwwroot\or into another one, depending on the server configuration. 

- to type in the browser URL of the downloaded file, for example, http://localhost/info.php. On 

the page that opens, you should see a table with information about the PHP configuration on 

your server, as shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 8 -  Information about PHP 

Also, to check the list of installed modules, in the command string, it is possible to execute the 

command: php with the option -m, for example: 

c:\PHP\php.exe –m 

 

To connect the listed modules, it is necessary in the file php.ini to include the following extensions: 

extension=php_pgsql.dll 

extension=php_gd2.dll  

extension=php_exif.dll  

extension=php_mbstring.dll  

extension=php_sockets.dll  

extension=php_xmlrpc.dll 

extension=php_com_dotnet.dll 
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To execute long processes, such as the formation of archives, it is necessary to increase the allowed 

execution time of the php-script to 20 minutes. To do this, change the max_execution_time parameter in 

the php.ini configuration file: 

 max_execution_time = 1200 // the default value is 30. 

If it is planned to add dozens of layers and to form from them the map contents it is necessary to 

increase the value of parameters max_input_vars and post_max_size: 

 max_input_vars – determines how many input variables can be accepted by the server in one 

request, by default = 1000; 

 post_max_size – specifies the maximum allowed size of data transferred to the server by the 

POST method, by default = 8M. 

 memory_limit – defines the maximum allowable amount of memory available to PHP script, 

default = 128Mb. In order to remove the restrictions, set the value of this directive to -1. 

 

The values of these parameters are set by experience. If in the php settings there is set the value that 

is less than the size of data actually transferred to the server, the rest of the data beyond this limit will not 

be saved. It is not recommended to set the excessively high values for these parameters because of 

security concerns. 

In most cases, the rest of settings can be left by default. 

 

3.5 Configuring the authorization on web server 

The Complex provides the following types of authentication (HTTP authentication): 

- Basic Authentication. 

- Digest Authentication. 

- System Authentication (Integrated Windows Authentification). 

- Domain authentication (NTLM and Kerberos).  

 

By default, Basic Authentication is used. The list of users and passwords is stored in the complex 

configuration files. Passwords are stored as hashes (MD5 algorithm). This type of authentication can also 

be configured using the web server. In this case, the list of users and passwords will be stored on the web 

server. 

The list of users in the configuration files for the Complex should always match the list of users for 

other types of authentication, as rights to access resources are stored and assigned within the Complex. 

 

3.5.1 Configuring of Digest authorization on Apache 

To configure Digest authentication on the web server Apache, it is necessary to:  

1) Open the file httpd.conf; 

2) Comment out the line LoadModule auth_basic_module modules/mod_auth_basic.so; 

3) Uncomment the line LoadModule auth_digest_module modules/mod_auth_digest.so; 
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Figure 9 -  Settings file 

4) If Digest authorization is executed on all applications, then in the node Directory, it is necessary 

to add an entry; 

 

 

Figure 10 -  Settings file 

5) If it is necessary to use Digest authorization only on a specific directory, you must create a node 

Directory; 
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Figure 11 -  Settings file  

Satisfy all – it means that the above settings will work in the directory and in subdirectories. 

AuthType Digest – Authorization type. 

AuthName – Header of Authorization window. 

AuthUserFile – it contains the path to the list of users. 

 

6) Save the file httpd.conf. 

 

3.5.1.1 Creating the file with passwords 

The password file is created using the standard utility htdigest: 

htdigest -c [path to the password file] [secret domain name] [user name]. 

Key «-c» is specified when necessary to create a new file, and the mandatory argument [secret 

domain name] is the name of the secret area that will be specified in the directive AuthName. 

htdigest -c D:\server\Apache\htdocs\GISWebService SE\.htdigestpasswd GISWebServiceSE admin 

After running the command, it is necessary to enter the password and confirm it. The result is a file 

D:\server\Apache\htdocs\GISWebService SE\.htdigestpasswd  

containing the passwords of the form: 

admin:GISWebServiceSE: af740ee768c4096520f940eae36c0fa2 

Hash is formed by the algorithm MD5. 

After all the settings are made, it is necessary to restart the web server. 

 

3.5.2 Configuring the domain authorization on IIS 

This type of authorization allows to enter site / portal without entering a login/ password (using the 

authorization data Windows on the server AD). To configure transparent authorization of domain users in 

the mode SSO (Single Sign-On) using protocol Kerberos on IIS, it is necessary to:  

 enable Windows Authentication on IIS; 

 switch the authentication type to GIS WebServer SE; 

 customize the browsers of clients; 

 add domain users to the users list GIS WebServer SE and assign them the appropriate rights to 

work with the application. 
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To use domain authorization, the client computer and the server IIS must be in the same domain. 

On the server IIS must be open TCP ports: 9389, 3269, 3268, 389, and also to the port UDP: 389. 

 

3.5.2.1 Configuring Windows authentication 

To configure Windows authentication, it is necessary to enable Windows Authentication. To do 

this, you should: 

 open Dispatcher of services IIS; 

 go to the desired site on the left side of the dispatcher; 

 select «Authentication» in the main area for Dispatcher of services IIS; 

 in the list that opens, enable the option «Windows Authentication» and disable «Anonymous 

authentication».  

 

 

Figure 12 -  Configuring the authorization for IIS 

Next, it is necessary to check the list of Providers available for Windows authentication. By default, 

two providers are available: Negotiate and NTLM. Negotiate is a container that uses Kerberos as the first 

authentication method, if this authentication fails, NTLM is used. It is necessary that the method 

Negotiate will be the first in the list of providers. 
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Figure 13 -  List of providers for authentication 

Next, it is necessary to create an account (for example, iis_service) on the server AD and to 

configure the aim pool of IIS applications to run from the name of the created account record. To do this, 

in Dispatcher IIS, it is necessary to select the pool of applications, additional options in the menu 

«Actions». 
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Figure 14 -  Configuring the pool of applications IIS 

In the field «Identity» it is necessary to specify the required account. 

In the editor of configuration, it is necessary to change in the section 

«system.webServer/security/authentication/windowsAuthentication» the value of the parameter 

«useAppPoolCredentials» and to save the configuration. 

 

 

Figure 15 -  Configuring IIS 
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If application to IIS is accessed by name (for example, gwsse.domain.ru), different from the host 

name (for example, adiis.domain.ru), on which IIS is running, then it is necessary to register an entry 

on the server AD Service Principal Name (SPN) for the host name that users will be accessing. 

Add the necessary spn as follows: 
setspn /s HTTP/gwsse.domain.ru domain\iis_service. 

Verify that spn is assigned to this account as follows: 
setspn /l iis_service. 

 

3.5.2.2 Configuring the authorization from the product side 

On the tab «General», it is necessary to set the parameter «Type of authentication» equal to 

«Domain authentication». 

 

 

Figure 16 -  Setting the authentication type 

3.5.2.3 Configuring the browsers of employees 

For successful authorization, the web server must be located in the zone of trusted nodes. In each 

browser, this is configured in its own way.  

Google Chrome 

Google Chrome uses the settings that are set for Internet Explorer. 

Internet Explorer 

For successful authorization, it is necessary to add the domain to the zone «Local intranet», 

«Trusted nodes». 
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Figure 17 -  Configuring Internet Explorer 

It is also necessary to change the value of the parameter «User authentication» to «Automatic log on 

to the network with the current user name and password». 

 

 

Figure 18 -  Changing the authentication setting for Internet Explorer Mozilla Firefox 
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It is necessary to add the domain to the list of trusted URIs for automatic authorization. To do this, 

enter about:config in the browser address, and to edit the following parameters.  

 

Table 1 -  Parameters (options) for configuring automatic authorization in Mozilla Firefox 

Parameter Value 

network.automatic-ntlm-auth.trusted-uris domain name 

network.automatic-ntlm-auth.allow-non-fqdn true 

network.negotiate-auth.trusted-uris domain name 

network.negotiate-auth.allow-non-fqdn true 

 

 

Figure 19 -  Setting the parameter in Mozilla Firefox 

3.5.2.4 Adding the users of domain 

Users of the domain who will have access to GIS WebServer SE must be added to the list of 

application users. Adding domain users is through the remote administration module, on the tab «Users» 

of the tab «Access». The user names to be added must be complete; and to contain the domain name. For 

example, DOMAIN\User1. The process for editing the list of users and assigning rights is described in the 

section «Differentiation of user rights». 

 

3.6 Configuring the access by the protocol HTTPS 

Protocol of HTTPS is a standard security technology that is used to establish an encrypted 

connection between Web server and Web client. HTTPS allows you to securely exchange data by 

identifying and verifying the authenticity of the server, as well as ensuring the confidentiality and 

integrity of all transmitted data.  
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To work through HTTPS, it is necessary to obtain a certificate and associate it with the website on 

which GIS WebServer SE is installed. Each web server has its own procedure for downloading the 

certificate and its binding to the website. 

To create HTTPS connection between the browser and the server, the web server requires a server 

certificate. A certificate is a digital file that contains information about the identity of Web server. It also 

contains the encryption method that is used when creating a secure channel. The certificate must be 

created by the owner of the website and to be digitally signed. There are three types of certificates – 

signed by Certification authority (CA), a domain certificate and a self-signed certificate. 

Certificates signed by the certification authority (CA) should be used for systems if you plan to 

access GIS WebServer SE from outside your organization. For example, if the server is not protected by a 

firewall and it is accessible via the Internet, using a certificate signed by the certification authority (CA) 

guarantees to users outside the organization that the identity of the website is verified. When using a 

certificate issued by a known center, a secure connection between the server and the web client occurs 

automatically, and no special actions are required by the user. Because the website is verified by the CA, 

you will not see any warnings or unexpected behavior of the web browser. 

The domain certificate is an internal certificate signed by the CA of your organization. Using 

domain certificates helps to reduce the cost of issuing certificates and facilitates their deployment, since 

certificates are quickly generated in your organization for trusting internal use. If the server is behind a 

firewall and you can not use a signed CA certificate, use a domain certificate. Users in your domain will 

not see the warnings or unexpected behavior of the web browser, usually associated with the use of self-

signed certificates, because the website has been verified by a domain certificate. However, domain 

certificates are not verified by an external CA, which means that users logging on to the site from outside 

the domain will not be able to verify the authenticity of your certificate. External users will see a message 

in the web browser about the lack of trust to the site. The user can assume that he went to a malicious site 

and leave it. 

The self-signed certificate is a certificate signed only by the owner of the website. Such certificates 

are usually used on websites that are accessible only to users of the internal network of the organization 

(LAN). If the website that uses the self-signed certificate is outside your own network, you will not be 

able to verify that the site that issued the certificate represents the organization specified in it.  

 

ATTENTION! When using the protocol HTTPS, all requests in the settings GIS WebServer SE 

must be specified via the protocol HTTPS (GIS WebService SE address, external service URL for 

searching for objects, URL for address search by coordinates, URL for constructing travel directions, 

URL for map navigator, etc.).  

 

3.6.1 Configuring IIS 

To add a certificate to the list of available server certificates, it is necessary to select the server in 

Dispatcher IIS, go to the tab «Certificates of the server», and to add a new certificate using the menu 

«Actions». For example, add the Self-signed certificate. 
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Figure 20 -  Adding SSL certificate 

After creating SSL certificate, it is necessary to bind it to the website where GIS WebServer SE is 

installed. Binding means the process of configuring a certificate to use port 443 on the website. 

To do this, it is necessary to select the desired site from the container «Sites» and invoke the 

binding editing form using the menu «Actions». 
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Figure 21 -  Adding the binding https 

Here, it is necessary to select the type (https) and the required certificate from the list of «SSL 

Certificates». 

It is also possible to perform additional configuration of SSL parameters for the desired site. To do 

this, select the site and go to the page «SSL Settings». 

 

 

Figure 22 -  Additional SSL configuration for the site 
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The checkbox «Require SSL» restricts access to the site only using the https protocol. The 

checkbox «Client certificates» allows to set access restrictions for the client certificate.  

 

3.6.2 Configuring Apache 

First, it is necessary to obtain the SSL certificate from the certification authority or issue a self-

signed certificate. A self-signed certificate can be created using the library openssl for Windows. 

To configure Apache, it is necessary to open the file httpd.conf. 

To create a certificate, it is necessary to go to the directory bin of the web server Apache and to 

execute the command: 

openssl req -config openssl.cnf -new -out server.csr 

Here, it is necessary to specify the key phrase and the necessary information about the company, 

then the file server.csr will appear in the directory bin. 

Next, it is necessary to execute the following commands on the command line: 

openssl rsa -in privkey.pem -out server.key 

openssl x509 -in server.csr -out server.cert -req -signkey server.key -days 365 

openssl x509 -in server.cert -out server.der.crt -outform DER 

Next, you need to create, in the directory conf of the web server Apache, the directory ssl and to 

copy into it the files server.key and server.cert from the directory bin. 

In the file httpd.conf, it is necessary to uncomment the line: 

LoadModule ssl_module modules/mod_ssl.so 

and to add a file connection with the settings for SSL: 

<IfModule ssl_module>   

  Include conf/extra/httpd-ssl.conf 

</IfModule> 

Open the file   conf/extra/httpd-ssl.conf. 

Checking in this file the correctness of the file paths and add/change the values of the following 

parameters: 

SSLRandomSeed startup builtin 

SSLRandomSeed connect builtin 

#SSLSessionCache "dbm:c:/apache/logs/ssl_scache" 

#SSLSessionCacheTimeout 300 

SSLSessionCache none 

 

In the description of the virtual host, it is necessary to specify the correct path to the file of 

certificate and key. 

 

Next, on the command line, it is necessary to start Apache in debug mode to fix possible errors: 

httpd –D SSL 

 

3.7 Installing the program 

Installation of the Complex consists of the installation of its two components:  

- executable modules of the complex with examples of metadata; 

- PostgreSQL databases. 

 

ATTENTION! After installation, it is recommended that you change the paths to the folders for 

storing the data sets (the file storage of the Set). To do this, you need to set up data groups, see the 

«Groups of data» section.  
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3.7.1 Installing the program 

Before installing the Complex, you must ensure that in the operating system there are installed the 

following: 

- one of the Web servers: IIS 6.0 and higher, Apache 2.2.14 and higher, nginx; 

- packages of PHP interpreter version 5.2.16 or higher with support for dom, json, libxml, 

mbstring, session, SimpleXML, gd, com_dotnet, sockets, pgsql, ldap; 

- DBMS PostgreSQL 9.1 or higher with the installed PostGIS extension.  

 

To install the Complex, run the setup.exe command from the installation package and follow the 

instructions of the program of installation.  

By default, the executable modules of the complex are installed into the directory: c:\Program 

Files\Panorama\GeoDBSE\. Test data and parameters of the complex are installed into the directory: 

c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\\. 

The GIS Server PARB.00049-01, which is part of the complex, is installed into a separate directory: 

c:\Program Files\Panorama\GIS Server\. Its parameters are set into the directory: 

c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\. 

In the «Start» menu, the GeoDB SE group will be created with shortcuts for launching the complex, 

its administration and documentation. 

ATTENTION! If the installation occurs into a directory with the already installed Complex, the 

new configuration files are copied with the name *.new.xml at the end. Old configuration files are not 

overwritten, if during the installation you refused to overwrite. Renaming these files to *.xml or 

transferring old settings to them must be done manually. List of configuration files that need to be 

changed: 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\appservice\AppService.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\giswebservicese\app_data\CrsRegister.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\giswebservicese\app_data\GeneralMeta.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\giswebservicese\app_data\GeneralMetaWCS.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\giswebservicese\app_data\GeneralMetaWFS.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\giswebservicese\app_data\GeneralMetaWMTS.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\giswebservicese\app_data\Users.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\giswebservicese\app_data\WmsParam.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\geodbse\config.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\configdb\configdb.xml; 

- c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\gisserver.xml; 

- c:\Program Files\Panorama\GIS Server\config.xml. 

 

After the installation is completed, you must configure the Web server and create or update the 

metadata database of the Complex. 

 

3.7.2 Configuring the Application on IIS 

After the installation is completed, in the IIS settings, you need to create a separate pool of 

applications and create the application itself. 

 

3.7.2.1 Application pool 

To create an application pool, open the list of applications' pools in the server settings and select the 

«Add application pool» action. In the properties of the pool, you must specify a name, for example - PHP. 

Select the version of the environment the .NET Framework - «Without Managed Code». 
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Figure 23 -  Creating an application pool 

3.7.2.2 Application 

To create an application, you must select a Web site (by default, Default Web Site) and select the 

«Add application» action (right mouse button). In the application properties, you must specify the alias - 

GeoDBSE. Specify the physical path - c:\Program Files\Panorama\GeoDBSE\. As the application pool, 

select the previously created PHP pool. 

 

 

Figure 24 -  Creating a geodbse application 

To access the web interface of the GIS Server Administrator, you must create an application with 

the alias GISAdministrator, whose directory should point to the C:\Program Files\Panorama\GIS 
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Server\GisAdministrator\admin\ directory. As the application pool, you must select the previously created 

PHP pool. 

 

 

Figure 25 -  Creating the application GISAdministrator 

3.7.3 Installing the base of metadata 

To install the data base of Complex, it is necessary to restore it from a backup. The backup is in the 

base folder of the application directory: 

[application directory]\base\createdb\geodb.backup.  

It is possible to restore the data base using the console pgAdminIII included in the distribution 

DBMS PostgreSQL, or to execute the bat-file creategeodb.bat. 

To restore the data base via the bat-file, it is necessary to specify the actual connection parameters 

for DBMS PostgreSQL: 

- port – port; 

- server – the name of the server; 

- database – the name of the data base; 

- PATH_BIN – the path to the executable files PostgreSQL. 

 

All errors during the execution of the script are output to the console and recorded to the file 

create.log. 

Before restoring the data base, it is necessary to create the group role admins_geodbse. Then create 

the role geodbse with the password geodbse1 «#» and delegate to it the permissions of the group role 

admins_geodbse. To create the role and configure the rights, it is possible to use the script sql [application 

directory]\base\createdb\create_role.sql. 

After the data base is restored, it is necessary to make sure that the role admins_geodbse has full 

access rights to the data base geodb. 

 

3.7.4 Updating the base of metadata 

If the data base already exists, it is necessary to update it to the latest version. The current version of 

the data base is displayed in the upper right corner of the main application window. It can also be viewed 
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through pgAdminIII. Information about the current version of the data base is stored in the table 

s_dbversion in the field global_ver. 

It is possible to update the data base using the appropriate script. Scripts are located in the folder 

[application directory]\base\updatedb\. The script can be executed using the bat-file or through the 

console pgAdminIII. 

 

 

Figure 26 -  Database version 

To update the data base via the bat file, it is necessary to select the file corresponding to the current 

version and to specify the connection parameters for the data base PostgreSQL: 

- port – port; 

- server – the name of the server; 

- database – the name of the database; 

- PATH_BIN – the path to the executable files PostgreSQL. 

 

The name of the bat-file is: update_v3.bat, where 3 is the version number with which the data base 

is updated (the current version). All errors when executing the bat-file are output to the console and 

recorded to the file update.log. 

To update the data base through the console pgAdminIII, it is necessary to run the scripts 

sequentially from version to version. The script file name is: update_3-4.sql, where 3 is the version 

number with which the data base is updated, 4 is the version number to which the data base is updated. It 

is necessary to consistently execute all scripts from version to version. For example, if the current version 

of the data base is 3, it is necessary to first upgrade from version 3 to version 4, then upgrade from 

version 4 to version 5, and so on. 

The list of messages that may occur when updating the database is specified in the section 

«Messages to the administrator» of the table «List of messages when updating the database». 

Before performing the upgrade procedure, it is recommended to create back up of the data base. 

 

3.8 Deleting the program 

To uninstall the program, it is necessary to run the file:  

c:\Program Files\Panorama\GeoDBSE\unins000.exe 
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3.9 Setting access rights to data 

The user, on whose behalf the Complex will operate, must be given rights to write into the metadata 

catalog of the Complex, by default it is: c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE.  

It is also to give right for recording in the directories specified for each data group (see the section 

Groups of data) and to the data loading directory, if it is outside the metadata catalog. 

Permissions must be given for accounts:  

- application pool (when using IIS); 

- service of Panorama GIS Server (GIS server PARB.00049-1); 

- service of GeoDB Application Service (GIS WebService SE of PARB.00160-01). 

 

3.9.1 Setting Rights to IIS 

When «Anonymous authentication» is enabled, the name of the user, from which the application is 

running, is specified in its properties. By default, this is the IUSR user. Permission to access the folder in 

this case must be assigned for the IIS_IUSRS group (the built-in group that IIS services use). 

 

 

Figure 27 -  Anonymous user identity 

If you set the switch to the «Application pool identity», then the user specified in the properties of 

the application pool will be used as the application account. 

If the ApplicationPoolIdentity user is specified as the identity in the pool properties, this means that 

the workflow identity is automatically created when the pool starts. I.e. for the pool with DefaultAppPool 

name, the identity IIS APPPOOL\DefaultAppPool will be created. And the rights for the folder should be 

assigned for this identity. In advance, there is no such user in Windows, so when assigning permissions to 

a folder, you must specify the user name manually. 

 

 

Figure 28 -  Addition of the user for the identity ApplicationPoolIdentity 
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Figure 29 -  Setting permissions for the ApplicationPoolIdentity 

3.9.2 Setting the rights to Apache and Nginx 

If you use Apache or Nginx web servers to determine which user the application is running from, 

you can use the system command whoami.  

Example of a command call: 

<?php 

      echo shell_exec(‘whoami’); 

?> 

 

Example of the command output: 

admin 

 

3.10 Configuring the work parameters 

Parameters of Complex are stored in the configuration files [metadata 

catalog]configdb\configdb.xml and [metadata catalog]\geodbse\config.xml. The file configdb.xml 

stores the connection settings for the data base, the path to the folder for downloading the data. The file 

config.xml contains the parameters for working with the map: the list of layers (maps) used in Complex, 

and the parameters for working with these layers. 

Editing of all parameters is carried out through the remote administration module. To start the 

remote administration module, open the browser  

URL: http://localhost/geodbse/geodbse/admin/admin.php. 

Parameters of the component parts for Complex: GIS Server PARB.00049-01 and GIS WebService 

SE PARB.00160-01 are stored in their own configuration files. Their configuration is carried out through 

their own administration modules. Operating with them is described in sections 3.8.6 and 3.8.7. 
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All error messages are logged in the log of the complex. The log of the complex is located in the 

directory [metadata catalog]\geodbse\log\. Each month a new log file is created, the file name contains 

the year and month, for example: geodbse.20161101.log.  

The logs of the procedure for placing materials in the data bank are located in the directory: 

[metadata catalog]\upload\log\. For each process of placing materials in the data bank, it is created the 

own log file. The file name contains the time of placement and the name of the user who was making the 

download, for example: 20161107.093417.admin.dslist.log. 

The location of the logs for the component parts of the complex: GIS Server PARB.00049-01 and 

GIS WebService SE PARB.00160-01 is described in their documentation. 

Before the beginning of operation, it is recommended to change the paths to the folders for storing 

the data sets (file storage of Complex). To do this, it is necessary to configure data groups, see section 

3.8.5.3. 

 

3.10.1 Administrator authentication 

At the first start of the remote administration module for the complex, it is necessary to enter a user 

name and a password.  

 

 

Figure 30 -  User authentication 

If own user’s authentication has entered on the web server, this dialog will not be displayed. The 

parameters for authorizing the administrator by default are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 -  Server Administrator by default 

Group Login / Username Password 

ADMINISTRATOR admin admin 

 

3.10.2 Adding a new administrator 

Adding a new administrator is similar to adding a regular user on the tab «Users» of the tab 

«Access» of the page «Maps» (sections «Add groups», «Add users»). 

Permission for the user to access the administration panel is set by setting the flag 

«Administration». 
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Figure 31 -  Adding a new administrator 

The type of authentication is selected from the list «Authentication type» on the tab «General» in 

the section «Authentication». There are four options: 

 Basic authentication – login and password are sent to the server using base64 encoding. 

 Digest authentication – a password is not sent to the server, but a digest string is passed with the 

parameters necessary to perform authentication on the server. 

 System authentication – authentication is performed at the web server level. 

 Domain authentication – authentication is performed at the operating system (domain 

controller) level. 

 

Note: If it is selected regular or digest authentication, it is necessary to specify a user password, for 

system or domain (Kerberos/Active Directory) authentication a user password is not set. 

 

3.10.3 Differentiating the rights of users 

The complex implements a mechanism for differentiating access to individual application modules 

and to layers of maps based on user groups. For each group, the list of users entering the group, the list of 

available layers (maps), and the access status are indicated. 

The list of groups is configured on the page «Maps» on the tab «Permissions». Here you can 

configure the list of users for the group and the list of available layers (maps), access statuses are 

configured on the page «Data Bank». 

The number of groups is not limited. Group names must correspond to domain groups if the server 

uses domain authentication (KERBEROS or ActiveDirectory), or to groups of the web server, if using 

web server authentication (PAM authorization). 
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Figure 32 -  Maintain a list of groups, a list of users and a list of available layers (maps) 

For the convenience of displaying the data of tables «Groups», «Users» and «Layers», it is 

envisaged changing the width of tables, hide/display and saving the width of the table fields. 

To change the width of tables, a strip is provided between the tables, when you hover over the 

mouse, the mouse cursor takes the form  and the width of tables is changed by dragging the mouse 

pointer to the left/right. 

To set the displayed fields or to save the width of the fields in the tables, use the button on the 

toolbar «Show/hide columns». 

 

 

Figure 33 -  Changing the width of tables, setting the displayed fields of tables, saving settings 
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3.10.3.1 Adding the groups 

To edit the list of groups, click the buttons «Add», «Edit» and «Delete» on the toolbar of the tables 

«Groups». To edit/delete a group, it is necessary to first allocate it. To edit a field, double-click the 

required field or select an editable field from the drop-down menu of the button «Edit». 

 

Table 3 -  Fields of the table «Groups» 

Field Description 

Name Group name 

Comment Arbitrary description of the group 

Creating The ability to create objects for the editable layer 

Changing The ability to edit the objects of the editable layer 

Deleting The ability to delete objects in the editable layer 

Transaction Ability to undo and restore the server operations on the map objects 

 

 

Figure 34 -  Adding the group 

3.10.3.2 Adding the users 

To edit the list of users, the buttons «Add», «Edit» and «Delete» are on the toolbar of the table 

«Users». 

The button «Add» contains a drop-down menu whose contents depend on the selected 

authentication type. For all types, the menu «New user» item is available to enter the user name manually. 

For domain-based authentication, one or two additional menu items are available, depending on whether 

the web server is included in the domain or not (domain user, domain group, or local user, respectively). 

 

Table 4 -  Fields of the table «Users» 

Field Description 

Group Attribute of the domain group 

Login User name/domain group 

Password The user password (md5 hash) is only populated for regular and digest 

authentication 
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Field Description 

Member of the group The user/domain group attribute of the current group GIS WebServer SE 

Administration Attribute of the user/domain group permission to access the administration 

panel 

 

Note: for a domain user, when editing the field «Login», it is necessary to enter a value of the form 

«DOMAIN\username», where DOMAIN is the domain name, username is the user name in the domain. 

Before enabling domain authentication, it is also need to make sure that the modules com_dotnet, 

ldap, and firewall are installed in the settings PHP and do not block traffic through the port 389. 

 

 

Figure 35 -  Adding a new user 

Adding a local user is available when the web server is not included in the domain, and it is 

necessary to configure access to resources GIS WebServer SE for individual local users. 

To get a list of registered users on the system, select the item «Local user» in the menu «Add». 
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Figure 36 -  Adding a local user 

To configure access for a local user, it is necessary to select the user in the table «Local users» and 

to click the button add. 

Before adding domain users/groups, it is necessary to have a domain network Windows with a 

server that is not less than Windows Server 2008 and it is configured as a domain controller (with the 

service installed of directories Active Directory). 

To get a list of domain users/groups, there are provided the elements of «Domain user», «Domain 

group» the menu «Add». 
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Figure 37 -  Adding the domain group 

Clicking the button «Connection settings» causes the form «Connection settings» to be displayed / 

hidden.  

The connection to the directory service can be established on behalf of the current or arbitrary 

domain user. To connect from an arbitrary user, it is necessary to enable the checkbox «Log in as» and to 

fill in the fields «Login», «Password». 
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Figure 38 -  Parameters for connecting to the service of directories 

In the field «login» it is possible to specify the user name in the domain or the full name of the user 

with the domain name (user1 or user1@test1.to or TEST1\user1). 

To check the connection settings, click the button «Check». 

After a successful check connection, the directory tree structure is saved and the current location for 

the domain group search is displayed in the field «Placement». To change the current location, use the 

button with the ellipsis to the right of the field «Placement». 
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Figure 39 -  Selecting a new location for searching the domain groups 

Selection of a new placement is done by double-clicking on the desired element of the tree or 

clicking on the button «Select». 

When you click on the button «Save», the connection parameters (host, port, login for reusing) are 

saved and the table «Domain groups» is updated. 

In the list of domain groups for each group, the domain is displayed, into which it is included, the 

list of the group users and the button «Update» for filling/updating the list of users. 

 

 

Figure 40 -  List of the domain groups 
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To configure access for a domain group, select the desired group in the table «Domain groups» and 

click the button «Add». 

To configure access for a domain user, it is necessary to select the user in the table «Domain users» 

and click the button «Add». 

 

 

Figure 41 -  Adding the domain user 

The button «Connection settings» calls the same form «Connection settings», which is used when 

adding a domain group. 

The toolbar for the list of domain groups/users provides a button for updating the list using the 

current connection settings and searching records for all fields. 

 

3.10.3.3 Configuring the access to layers 

To configure access and edit layers, it is provided the table «List of layers» of the tab «Data». The 

table contains a list of layers formed in the tab «Layers». The table is activated when the group is 

selected. 

 

Table 5 -  Fields of the table «Layers» 

Field Description 

ID ID of layer 

Alias Layer name 

Viewing Permission of the layer viewing 

Editing Permission of the layer editing 

Topology Permission for adding a layer to the list of layers for topology operations and 

summary 
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For each layer, it is possible to restrict the list of editable objects (by object code and semantics 

keys). To manage the objects of the layer, a form with the list «Objects of layer» and the fields «Object 

code», «Semantics» for the description of the current object selected from the list «Objects of layer» are 

intended. For activating this form, select the desired layer. 

To add, view/edit and to delete data of object, the buttons are provided on the form toolbar. 

 

 

Figure 42 -  Editing the objects of layer 

 

Figure 43 -  Selecting the object of layer 
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3.10.3.4 The group statuses 

The access status for the group is configured on the page «Data Bank» on the tab «Groups». Only 

one status can be assigned to each group. 

 

 

Figure 44 -  Assigning the status to a group 

A status is a list of specific rights (resources). By default, there are three main statuses: 

- Administrator – has the right to add, delete and edit metadata, as well as maintain a list of users 

and assign them statuses; 

- Operator – has the right to add, delete and edit metadata; 

- Guest – has read-only access to metadata. 

 

Editing the list of statuses and the list of rights (resources) is made on the tab «Statuses». For each 

status, the list of permissions (resources) to which it has access is indicated. 

To add a new status, it is necessary to click the button «Add», enter the status name and to specify 

the list of permissions. 
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Figure 45 -  Editing the statuses 

For each status, the following set of permissions is provided. 

 

Table 6 -  Permissions for status 

Permission (Resolution) Description 

Full access Unlimited access 

Placing to the archive The tab «Data download» is available, the link «Protocol 

download» 

Retrieving from the archive It is available the link «download» in the metadata table, the 

button to download the selected data sets 

Editing the metadata The editing button is available in the metadata table 

Editing the directories The ability to edit directories 

Receiving the reports The tab «Reports» is available 

Viewing the metadata The tab «Metadata» is available 

Deleting the metadata The button for deleting is available in the metadata table 

Editing the geocoverings The button «Creating geocoverings» is available 

 

3.10.4 Map parameters (options) 

To configure the options for display the schemes of metadata and background maps, the section 

«Maps» is provided. 

 

3.10.4.1 General 

On the tab «General», it is configured the basic settings for working with maps. 
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Figure 46 -  The tab General 

The following parameters should be configured: 

- Project header (title) – the name of the application displayed in the site header. 

- Description of the project – description of the application in the header of the site. 

- Language – interface language (default – English). 

- Center of the map (latitude) – the coordinate of the center at the first opening. 

- The center of the map (longitude) – the coordinate of the center at the first opening. 

- Pyramid – the name of the tile pyramid, by default GoogleMapsCompatible. 

- CRS (EPSG code) – EPSG code. 

- The default scale – is the zoom ratio at the first opening (usually from 1 to 17). 

- Min/Max scale – limit the display of layers when zooming. 

- Address GIS WebService SE – address of the map data service. 

- Consolidate queries (requests) – merge WMS layer requests, when this option is activated, all 

WMS layers belonging to the same server will be sent in one query, after activating this option, 

optimized layers will not be available for the components «Shutter» and «Parameters» 

(Options). 

- Transparency management – turn on the layer transparency control. 

- Legend type – a legend in the general list or by object type. 

- Object search – the name and url of the external service to perform the search. 

- URL of the address search service – service url for performing address search by coordinates. 

- Authentication type – Authentication type (Basic authentication, Digest authentication, System 

and Domain Authentication) used to authorize users in the panel «Maps» and in the 

administration panel. 

 

3.10.4.2 Layers 

On the tab «Layers», layers (maps) are added, edited and deleted. You can add your own 

background layers. Such layers should be accessible by OGC WMS, WMTS, WFS and WCS protocols. 
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Figure 47 -  Вкладка Слои 

To edit the composition of the layers, it is intended the menu «Add layers», the buttons to copy 

(create a new layer based on the existing one) and to delete in the toolbar. 

For each layer it should be indicatated: 

- ID – the unique name of the layer. 

- Alias – the display name of the layer. 

- URL Service – Request URL to get the data of the layer. 

- Display order – the order of displaying the layer in the map window. 

- Allocation of objects – whether the selection of objects on this layer is allowed. To get 

information about objects, it is necessary that the layer is published via the protocol WFS on the 

service GIS WebService SE. If the layer is placed on GIS Server SE, to select the objects, it is 

necessary to set the rights to read and to copy the layer objects for the group dsgroup via 

Administrator of GIS Server SE.  

- Semantics for searching – semantics keys that define the properties by which objects on this 

layer will be searched. If the list of semantics is not specified, the search on the layer is not 

performed.  

- Layer off – a sign of the visibility for the layer in the panel of map composition on the first 

loading. 

- Edit – it allows you to perform operations on the layer from the list of Editor parameters 

(options). 

- Legend – the legend parameter of the map. List of object types, the symbol of which is 

displayed in the tree of the map. If * is selected, the legend for all object types is displayed. 

- Limiting the visibility of the layer in scale – limit the display of the layer if the scale lies in the 

range from the minimum scale to the maximum scale. 

- External function – the function name for displaying additional information about the layer 

object. 

- Default transparency – the opacity of the layer from completely opaque (0) to completely 

transparent (1). 
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The menu «Add layers» contains the following items: 

- Virtual folder – add a local virtual service folder to access the nested layers. 

- GIS Server folder – add a virtual folder to GIS Server that the service interacts with. 

- WMS layers – add an arbitrary number of WMS layers from the service. 

- WMTS layers – add an arbitrary number of WMTS layers from the service. 

- Layer – add an arbitrary layer. 

 

For automatic generation of URL service, buttons WMS, WMTS are designed. They open a form 

for selecting a layer from the list of available service layers (WMS/WMTS). 

 

 

Figure 48 -  The form of layer selection 

For a virtual folder, the following fields must be filled: 

- ID – the unique name of the folder. 

- Alias – the display name of the folder. 

- Object allocation – whether objects are selected for layers from the folder. 

- Layer off – a sign of visibility for each layer from the folder in the panel of maps composition at 

the first loading. 

- Limiting the visibility of the layer in scale – limit the display of a layer from the folder if the 

scale lies in the range from the minimum scale to the maximum scale. 

- External function – the function name for displaying additional information about the layer 

object from the folder. 

- Default transparency – it is the transparency of the layer from the folder from completely 

opaque (0) to fully transparent (1). 

- Service – type of service (WMS/WMTS). 

- Data type – restriction types of received layers. 

- Folder – the name of the folder (for local virtual folders or the full path to the folder for the 

folder GIS Server). 
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Before adding virtual folders, it is necessary at first configure access to folders on the server. 

When you select WMS layers or WMTS layers, it is opened a form (similar to the one shown in 

Figure 49). 

 

 

Figure 49 -  The form of layers selection 

To add an arbitrary layer, select the menu item «Layer». 

 

3.10.4.3 Tree 

The list of layers can be displayed as a tree of the hierarchical structure. To customize the layer tree, 

it is used the tab «Tree». 
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Figure 50 -  Configuring the layer tree 

In the tree, it can be added only those layers that are present in the table «Layers» in the tab 

«Layers». 

To add groups and layers to the tree, it is intended the menu «Add». 

When you add a group, the form is opened for setting the group parameters. 

 

 

Figure 51 -  Adding a group to the tree 

Group parameters: 

- Container – the group to which a new group will be added. 

- Group ID – a unique identifier for the group. 

- Group name – the name of the group. 

- Expand – whether the group will be deployed in the tree. 
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- Icon – the icon class that will be displayed before the group name in the tree. 

- Order (sequence) – the location of the group within the container (if from the list it is selected 

the value «End of list», the group will be added to the end of the container, otherwise – in front 

of the selected node from the list). 

 

When you add a layer, the form is opened for selecting the layer and setting the parameters for its 

display in the tree. 

 

 

Figure 52 -  Adding a layer to the tree 

Layer parameters (options): 

- Container – the group to which a new group will be added. 

- Layer – a list of available layers (added in the tab «Layers») that have not yet been added to the 

tree. 

- Alias – the alias of the layer in the tree. If you leave the field blank, the alias value specified for 

the layer in the tab «Layers» will be used. 

- Icon – the icon class that will be displayed before the group name in the tree. 

- Order (sequence) – the location of the group within the container (if from the list it is selected 

the value «End of list», the group will be added to the end of the container, otherwise – in front 

of the selected node from the list). 

 

The container list contains a list of tree groups in the hierarchical sequence. The root is the root 

node of the tree. 

The field «Icon» allows to enter the name of the existing css icon style or one of the predefined 

values: folder, page, osm, panorama, google, google 2, yandex, yandex 2. The icon image should appear 

to the right of the field. 

 

To add a new icon class, it is necessary to create and connect css style with the icon image in 

base64 encoding: 

 

.myicon { 

    background: url(data:image/png;base64,code) 

} 
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The order list contains all the nodes of the tree added to the container. 

 

To edit or delete a node, it is necessary to allocate it for activation of edit and delete buttons for the 

node. 

 

 

Figure 53 -  Editing a node in the tree 

When you delete a group from the tree, all the layers it contains are also deleted. 

 

3.10.4.4 Resolutions 

The tab «Resolutions» is used to differentiate the access rights. The setting of the access rights is 

described in Section 3.8.3. 

 

3.10.5 Parameters of Data Bank 

To manage the parameters of the data bank, it is provided the page «Data Bank». 

 

3.10.5.1 DB parameters 

On the tab «Database parameters» (settings), it is configured the connection settings for the data 

base and the directory for uploading the materials that will be placed in the data bank. 

By default, for connection to the data, it is used a user geodbse with the password geodbse1#. After 

installation of the complex, it is recommended to change the password for this user.  

The backup parameters determine the frequency of backups. They show the path to the script and 

the date of the last backup. The button «Create backup» allows you to perform a manual backup. 

The file upload directory defines the location relative to which directories will be created for 

intermediate data upload, upload logs, and geo-coverings. It is recommended to specify the path to the 

directory for downloading files on a separate disk with a large volume and fast access. The user on whose 

behalf the complex is executed must have the right to record to this directory. 

The maximum size of the downloaded file determines the value in KB, when exceeding which the 

download of the dataset is possible only through the exchange folder (the directory for export). By 

default, this value is 2000000 KB (2 GB). 
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The list of directories for export defines the list of folders that will be offered to the user when 

downloading (exporting) data sets. The alias will be displayed in the directory selection dialog. This 

allows you to hide the actual location of the data folder from the user. 

 

 

Figure 54 -  Configuring the data base settings 

3.10.5.2 Groups and Statuses 

The tab «Groups» and «Statuses» is used to manage the group statuses. Group management is 

described in the section User rights assignment. 

 

3.10.5.3 Groups of data 

For the convenience of data bank administration, it is possible to create the separate data groups. 

For example, vector data can be grouped into digital maps and digital city plans, allocate individual scales 

or regions. 

Each group has its own data placement parameters for the organization of long-term storage, 

accounting, backup, selection and delivery. 

When maintaining a list of groups, it is necessary to specify: 

- conditional name of the group; 

- full path to the folder for storing the data sets included in the group; 

- type of metadata; 

- virtual folder to place geocoverings; 

- table of metadata in which information about data sets will be placed; 

- method of completing data (a set of files with a specified format, a set of folders with specified 

structure, and with specific file formats in them); 

- scheme file that describes the requirements for the structure of folders with data and formats of 

data sets for a group, if data is transferred by folders; 

- comment, brief description.  
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Figure 55 -  Editing the groups of data 

It is recommended to specify paths to folders for storing data sets on separate large-volume disks 

and with fast access. The user on behalf of which Complex works and GIS Server SE must have the right 

to record to these directories. 

The virtual folder for geocoverings is selected from the list. The list of virtual folders is configured 

in the administrator of GIS Server and GIS WebService SE. 

 

3.10.5.4 Data formats  

The data group combines data sets that have some storage formats. When it placed in the Bank, 

only files submitted in one of the registered formats are analyzed. 

When maintaining the list of formats, it is necessary to specify: 

- the main file format – the extension of the file that is the master in the data set. For example, 

SXF, SHP, MIF; 

- type of metadata – the type of the metadata table into which the metadata description of the data 

set for this format will be placed; 

- mandatory – a list of file extensions, separated by commas, which must accompany the main 

file in the set. For example, MIF and MID, SHP, and DBF files are always recorded in pairs; 

- acceptable – a list of file extensions, separated by commas, that can accompany the main file in 

the set. Repeat the file extensions from the field «required» is not required. For example, a file 

GeoTIFF may contain geocoding parameters in the main file or in an accompanying binding file 

(world file, TAB file, and so on); 

- comment.  
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Figure 56 -  Editing the formats of data 

3.10.5.5 Monitoring the structure of data folders  

The source data can be downloaded, stored in the Databank and issued upon request in the form of 

separate files specified formats or grouped into folders. For example, a folder with SXF, RSC (or DXF, 

GML, and so on) file formats and metadata files that have the same names as the main format files (SXF, 

DXF, GML) will be automatically processed with the recording of each main format file as separate 

storage unit. If files with different names are transferred with files of the main format, recorded in folders 

with specific names, then it is advisable to exchange data for the selected data group with folders, the 

structure of which is described in xml-scheme. 

Schemes describing the structure of data folders for groups are located in the directory 

\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\folderscheme. 

The example of a scheme: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<folderscheme> 
 <folder name="&nomenclature" format="sxf" demand="rsc" permit="xml,png,html" condition="required"> 
  <folder name="Remote sensing" format="rsw,tiff" condition="required"/> 
  <folder name="Metadata" format="xml" condition="required"/> 
  <folder name="Circulation inprints" format="rsw" condition="optional"/> 
  <folder name="Reference materials" format="*" condition="optional"/> 
  <folder name="*" format="pdf,htm,txt" condition="optional"/> 
 </folder> 
</folderscheme> 

 

The scheme file is recoded in XML format. The main node is called «folderscheme». Inside the 

main node, the node «folder» is recorded for the top-level folder. Subfolders are described by «folder» 

nodes. 

The node «folder» can have the following attributes: 

name – folder name; 

format – a name of the main folder format (one of the listed); 

demand – names of required formats (all of the above should be); 

permit – names of additional permitted formats for this folder; 

condition – a sign of the required folder (required / optional). 

The attribute «name» for the main folder can take special values: 
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&nomenclature – the folder name must match the nomenclature of the international graph in 

numerical or alphabetic form (for example, 1.K-37-04, N-54-095-G-v and the like ones); 

&vn2000 – folder name must correspond to the nomenclature in the graph adopted for the VN-2000 

coordinate system in numerical or alphabetic form (for example, 5949-I-DN, 5651-2-TB, 5651_4_DN 

and the like ones). 

For all folders, the attribute «name» can contain the desired folder name or the character «*», which 

allows any folder name. 

When data is downloaded to Data bank, the folder structure is automatically checked for 

compliance with the requirements of the scheme file. The result of loading data and checking the folder 

structure is recorded in the metadata table and it can be viewed by the operator. 

For example: 

          19:24:37   Folder is being loaded, format "SXF" - K-37-04     04/03/2019 
     19:24:37 Checking the folder structure according to the specified scheme -C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS 
Server\folderscheme\check.xml 
>>>>      19:24:37   Required data folder has not been found - Metadata 
     19:24:37   \SXF\K-37\K-37-04\2019\20190301\K-37-04\ 
     19:24:37   Automatic backup of the data set is performed, the number of copies is 1 
     19:24:37   --> Copied file - \SXF\K-37\K-37-04\2019\20190301\K-37-04\ Reference materials\Description.pdf 
     19:24:37   --> Copied file - \SXF\K-37\K-37-04\2019\20190301\K-37-04\200t05g.rsc 
     19:24:37   --> Copied file - \SXF\K-37\K-37-04\2019\20190301\K-37-04\K-37-04.sxf 
>>>>     19:24:37   File is not found - K-37-04.sxf.meta.xml 
>>>>     19:24:38   File is not found - K-37-04.sxf.check.htm 
     19:24:38   Copies of the dataset were not found in the base of metadata - 0.K-37-04 

 

3.10.6 Parameters of GIS WebService SE 

Layers (maps) used in the complex should be published on the service GIS WebService SE 

PARB.00160-01, which is part of the complex. The service is installed in the application directory and 

consists of two parts: PHP scripts and the GeoDB Application Service. PHP scripts work with the service 

through port 2097. 

To start the module of administration GIS WebService SE, it is necessary to open URL: 

http://localhost/geodbse/giswebservicese/admin/admin.php 

Parameters of work and service settings are described in the documentation for GIS WebService 

SE. The documentation is located in the folder [application directory]\appservice\Doc\. 

GIS WebService SE must provide access to metadata schemas via GIS Server. Access to 

background layers can be done directly. 
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Figure 57 -  Connection parameters to GIS Server 

 

Figure 58 -  Metadata schemes on GIS WebService SE 
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To work with geocoverings, the virtual folder settings must be specified in the parameters of 

connection to GIS Server. Virtual folders are selected from the list of available on GIS Server. The virtual 

folders themselves are created in the administrator of GIS Server. For each Data bank group, it is 

recommended to have a separate folder. 

 

 

Figure 59 -  Virtual folders 

3.10.7 Parameters of GIS server 

Physical access to the metadata schemes is provided through GIS Server PARB.00049-01, which is 

part of the complex. GIS Server is installed in its own directory. 

To start the module of administration GIS Server, it is necessary to open URL: 

http://localhost/GisAdministrator/admin.php  

Parameters of operation and settings for GIS Server are described in the documentation for GIS 

Server PARB.00049-01. The documentation is located in the folder [directory of application GIS 

Server]\Doc\. 

For proper operation of the complex, GIS Server must be configured to connect the data base 

PostgreSQL. GIS Server must provide access to metadata schemes: 

[metadata catalog]\appservice\Data\Scheme\t_md_map.sitx; 

[metadata catalog]\appservice\Data\Scheme\t_md_image.sitx; 

[metadata catalog]\appservice\Data\Scheme\t_md_matrix.sitx. 

 

Metadata schemes should be available for the group dsgroup in the modes of reading, copying and 

editing. The user dsloader must be a member of the group dsgroup and this user must be allowed access 

to the remote sensing database. 
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Figure 60 -  Parameters of connection to the data base PostgreSQL 

 

Figure 61 -  Metadata schemes on GIS Server 
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Figure 62 -  Parameters of the group dsgroup 

 

Figure 63 -  Parameters of the user dsloader 
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To work with geocoverings, virtual folders must be created. For each Data Bank group, it is 

recommended to create a separate virtual folder. The example, for the group «Maps and Plans», create a 

geolevel_map virtual folder, for the group «Matricies and Models», the folder geolevel_matrix, for the 

group «Remote Sensing Data» the folder geolevel_image. 

The physical paths to folders are recommended to point into separate disks of large volumes and 

with fast access. The user, on whose behalf GIS Server is running, must have the right to record to these 

directories. 

Virtual folders should be available for reading, copying and editing for the group dsgroup. 

 

 

Figure 64 -  Virtual folders for geocoverings  

 

Figure 65 -  Permissions for virtual folders 
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3.11 Localization 

For correct localization on the web server, it must be assigned types MIME for files of format 

JSON. The example, for files .json, it must be specified the type MIME: application/json. 

To change the application language, it is necessary to select the appropriate language in the remote 

administration module in the section General parameters (Common settings). 

If the required language is not listed, you can add it. To add a new language, you must create new 

resource files. The resource files for each language are in the local folder. For Russian language files, ru-

ru.json are used. For a new language, you need to create new files containing the translation of all texts, 

similar to the files ru-ru.json. 

The example of the localization file for Russian language (locale\ru-ru.json): 

 
{ 
    "locale"         : "ru-RU", 
    "date_format"    : "dd/mm/yyyy", 
    "date_display"   : "Mon dd, yyyy", 
    "time_format"    : "h24", 
    "currency"       : "^[-+]?[0-9]*[\\.]?[0-9]+RUB$", 
    "currencyPrefix" : "", 
    "currencySuffix" : "RUB", 
    "groupSymbol"    : " ", 
    "float"          : "^[-]?[0-9]*[\\.]?[0-9]+$", 
    "shortmonths"    : ["Янв", "Фев", "Мар", "Апр", "Май", "Июн", "Июл", "Авг", "Сен", "Окт", "Ноя", "Дек"], 
    "fullmonths"     : ["Январь", "Февраль", "Март", "Апрель", "Май", "Июнь", "Июль", "Август", "Сентябрь", "Октябрь", "Ноябрь", 

"Декабрь"], 
    "shortdays"      : ["П", "В", "С", "Ч", "П", "С","В"], 
    "fulldays"       : ["Понедельник", "Вторник", "Среда", "Четверг", "Пятница", "Суббота", "Воскресенье"], 
    "phrases" : { 
        "yesterday"    : "Вчера", 
        "none" : "пусто", 
        "No items found" : "Ничего не найдено", 
        "Attach files by dragging and dropping or Click to Select" : "Перетащите файлы сюда или нажмите чтобы выбрать",  
        "Remove" : "Удалить",  
        "Not a valid date" : "Неверный формат",  
        "Required field" : "Обязательное поле", 
        "Saving..." : "Сохранение", 
        "Not an integer" : "Не целое число", 
        "Not a float" : "Не натуральное число", 
        "Not in money format" : "Не денежный формат", 
        "Not a hex number" : "Не шестнадцатеричное число", 
        "Not alpha-numeric" : "Не буквенно-цифровой текст", 
        "Not a valid email" : "Неверный e-mail", 
        "Are you sure you want to delete selected records?" : "Вы действительно хотите удалить выделенные записи?", 
        "Return data is not in JSON format. See console for more information." : "Возвращенные данные не в формате JSON. 

Смотрите в консоли ошибки.", 
        "Refreshing..." : "Обновление...", 
        "All Fields" : "Все поля", 
        "Clear Search": "Очистить поиск", 
        "Multi Fields" : "Несколько полей", 
        "Delete Confirmation": "Подтверждение удаления", 
        "Ok": "OK", 
        "Yes" : "Да", 
        "No" : "Нет", 
        "Reload data in the list" : "Обновить список", 
        "Show/hide columns" : "Показать/скрыть колонки", 
        "Select Search Field" : "Выбрать поля поиска", 
        "Search..." : "Поиск...", 
        "Open Search Fields" : "Открыть поля поиска", 
        "is" : "равняется", 
        "begins with" : "начинается с", 
        "begins" : "начинается", 
        "contains" : "содержит", 
        "ends with" : "заканчивается на", 
        "ends" : "заканчивается", 
        "between" : "между", 
        "Add new record" : "Добавить новую запись", 
        "Add New" : "Добавить", 
        "Edit": "Изменить", 
        "Edit selected record": "Изменить выделенную запись", 
        "Delete selected records" : "Удалить выбранные записи", 
        "Delete" : "Удалить", 
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        "Save changed records" : "Сохранить измененные записи", 
        "Save" : "Сохранить", 
        "Reset" : "Очистить", 
        "Search" : "Поиск", 
        "Confirmation" : "Подтверждение", 
        "Notification" : "Уведомление", 
        "Show" : "Показать", 
        "Hide" : "Скрыть", 
        "Record ID" : "Запись", 
        "in" : "в", 
        "not in" : "не в", 
        "selected" : "выделено", 
        "buffered" : "буфер", 
        "Server Response": "Ответ сервера", 
        "Sorting took": "Сортировка заняла", 
        "Search took": "Поиск занял", 
        "sec": "сек", 
        "of": "из", 
        "Skip": "Пропустить", 
        "Records": "Записей", 
        "Toggle Line Numbers": "Вкл/Выкл. номера строк", 
        "Reset Column Size": "Восстановить размер колонок", 
        "Column": "Колонка", 
        "Loading...": "Загрузка...",         
        "Find": "Найти", 
        "Clear": "Очистить"         
    } 
} 
 

{ 
    "locale"         : "en-EN", 
    "date_format"    : "dd/mm/yyyy", 
    "date_display"   : "Mon dd, yyyy", 
    "time_format"    : "h24", 
    "currency"       : "^[-+]?[0-9]*[\\.]?[0-9]+RUB$", 
    "currencyPrefix" : "", 
    "currencySuffix" : "RUB", 
    "groupSymbol"    : " ", 
    "float"          : "^[-]?[0-9]*[\\.]?[0-9]+$", 
    "shortmonths"    : ["Jan", "Feb", "Mar", "Apr", "May", "Jun", "Jul", "Aug", "Sep", "Oct", "Nov", "Dec"], 
    "fullmonths"     : ["January", "February", "March", "April", "May", "June", "July", "August", "September", "October", "November", "December"], 
    "shortdays"      : ["M", "T", "W", "T", "F", "S","S."], 
    "fulldays"       : ["Monday", "Tuesday", "Wednesday", "Thursday", "Friday", "Saturday", "Sunday"], 
    "phrases" : { 
        "yesterday"    : "Yesterday", 
        "none" : "empty", 
        "No items found" : "Nothing found", 
        "Attach files by dragging and dropping or Click to Select" : "Drag files here or press to select ",  
        "Remove" : "Delete",  
        "Not a valid date" : "Wrong format",  
        "Required field" : "Required field", 
        "Saving..." : "Saving", 
        "Not an integer" : "Not an integer", 
        "Not a float" : "Not a natural number", 
        "Not in money format" : "Not a monetary format", 
        "Not a hex number" : "Not a hexadecimal number", 
        "Not alpha-numeric" : "Not alphanumeric text", 
        "Not a valid email" : "Wrong e-mail", 
        Are you sure you want to delete selected records?" : "Are you sure that you want to delete the selected records?", 
        "Return data is not in JSON format. See console for more information." : "The returned data is not in JSON format. See the console for 
errors.", 
        "Refreshing..." : "Update ...", 
        "All Fields" : "All fields", 
        "Clear Search": "Clear search", 
        "Multi Fields" : "Multiple fields", 
        "Delete Confirmation": "Confirmation of deletion", 
        "Ok": "OK", 
        "Yes" : "Yes", 
        "No" : "No", 
        "Reload data in the list" : "Refresh list", 
        "Show/hide columns" : "Show/hide columns", 
        "Select Search Field" : "Select search fields", 
        "Search..." : "Search …", 
        "Open Search Fields" : "Open search fields", 
        "is" : "equals", 
        "begins with" : "begins with", 
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        "begins" : "begins", 
        "contains" : "contains", 
        "ends with" : "ends with", 
        "ends" : "ends", 
        "between" : "between", 
        "Add new record" : "Add a new record", 
        "Add New" : "Add", 
        "Edit": "Edit", 
        "Edit selected record": "Edit selected record", 
        "Delete selected records" : "Delete selected records", 
        "Delete" : "Delete", 
        "Save changed records" : "Save changed records", 
        "Save" : "Save", 
        "Reset" : "Clear", 
        "Search" : "Search", 
        "Confirmation" : "Confirmation", 
        "Notification" : "Notification", 
        "Show" : "Show", 
        "Hide" : "Hide", 
        "Record ID" : "Record", 
        "in" : "in", 
        "not in" : "not in", 
        "selected" : "highlighted", 
        "buffered" : "buffer", 
        "Server Response": "Server Response", 
        "Sorting took": "Sorting took", 
        "Search took": "Search took", 
        "sec": "sec", 
        "of": "from", 
        "Skip": "Skip", 
        "Records": "Records", 
        "Toggle Line Numbers": "On/Off line numbers", 
        "Reset Column Size": "Reset column size", 
        "Column": "Column", 
        "Loading...": "Loading …",         
        "Find": "Find",     
        "Clear": "Clear"         
    } 
} 

 

3.12 Expanding the list of metadata fields 

Complex of management for data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth provides the 

expansion of the list for metadata fields. The expansion is done by editing the list of fields in tables and 

metadata introductions. 

To expand the list of fields, it is necessary to connect the complex of the data base via the console 

pgAdminIII and to edit the corresponding table or introduction. To display in a table view, the 

introductions are used v_md_map, v_md_image, v_md_matrix. 

To display in the form view, it is used the tables t_md_map, t_md_image, t_md_matrix. To add 

new fields, it is necessary to add them to the appropriate table or view and to add a description of this 

field to the table s_settings. 

Field views can be included in views from other tables or external data bases. To do this, edit the 

view by including the required field in it and to add the field description to the table s_settings. 

 

3.13 User activity log 

All basic operations of Complex are logged in the user's action log. Logging includes such 

operations as authorization, issuing and downloading data sets, issuing reports and protocols, creating 

geocoverings, etc. 

To view the log, it is necessary to go to the tab «Magazine» (Journal). You can search and sort 

events by date, user name, event name, code. If you have a log event, you can view it. 
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Figure 66 -  User activity log 

3.14 Backup 

Backup involves creating two types of backups: a copy of the database and a copy of the stored 

datasets. Manual and automatic creation of these copies is provided. 

 

3.14.1 Backup of data base 

Database backup can be performed automatically during the operation of the complex and using the 

graphical utility pgAdminIII, which is part of DBMS PostgreSQL. 

 

3.14.1.1 Automatic backup of data base 

Automatic backup of the database occurs when new data is placed in the repository. The backup 

copy is created taking into account the settings for the backup frequency, which is configured in the 

administrator of the complex on the tab «DB Parameters» (Database settings). The date of the last backup 

is also displayed there. If it is necessary, it is possible to create a backup by clicking on the button «Create 

backup». 
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Figure 67 -  Backup parameters (options) 

Backups are created in the base folder of the complex metadata directory, by default, it is 

c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\base\. 

The backup is performed directly by the script, the path to which is displayed in the field «Database 

backup script». This script should specify the database connection parameters and the path to executable 

modules PostgreSQL, as well as the directory for creating backups.  

 

3.14.1.2 Backup of data base using pgAdminIII 

To create a backup of the metadata data base, it is necessary to run the utility pgAdminIII, to select 

the data base geodb, and to perform the backup. In the backup options dialog, it is necessary to specify 

the file name of the copy, select the format – customizable, the encoding – UTF8, the role name – 

postgres. 

To restore the metadata data base from the backup, it is necessary to run the utility pgAdminIII, to 

select the data base geodb, and to perform the restore. In the recovery options dialog, it is necessary to 

specify the name of the copy file and the role name – postgres. 
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Figure 68 -  Backup recovery parameters (options) 

 

Figure 69 -  Backup restore options 

3.14.2 Backup of data sets 

Backup of data sets can be performed manually and automatically during the operation of the 

complex. 
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3.14.2.1 Automatic backup of data sets 

For downloadable data sets, one or two backup copies are automatically created in accordance with 

the parameters specified in Data bank of digital map and remote sensing of the Earth. 

Each data set automatically refers to a certain group of data by type of data or it can be assigned to 

any group by the user according to some rules (for example, by territory, scale, data source, etc.). In the 

group description table, paths to network or local folders can be specified to automatically place the first 

and second backup copies of the downloaded data sets. If there are no backup paths for the group, then 

the corresponding backups will not be created. 

When creating backups, the date and time are recorded in the object's metadata when the 

corresponding copy was created. 

When you add a changed data set, a new metadata record and a new version of the data set in the 

archive will be created. Backups will be created separately with the formation of time metadata. The 

structure of recording data sets in the backup folders is the same as in the main archive. 

 

3.14.2.2 Manual backup of data sets 

Data sets can be backed up and restored using system-wide software tools by copying data set 

directories to backup media. 

It is necessary to copy all the paths specified for each data group on the tab «Data groups» in the 

field «Location of group». 

 

3.15 Data replication 

Data replication from one data bank to another can be performed in three ways: 

- unloading and loading of spatial data sets; 

- export and import of metadata without spatial data sets; 

- export and import of metadata along with spatial data sets. 

 

3.15.1 Uploading and loading spatial datasets 

To upload and download spatial data sets, it is necessary to select data sets using a filter by date or 

other attribute and download these sets. Then upload them to another data bank. All information will be 

added without breaking the integrity of the data sets and metadata will be generated again (information 

that was manually entered in one data bank will not be available in the second data bank). 

 

3.15.2 Export and import of metadata without spatial datasets 

To export and import metadata without spatial datasets, a mode is used in which a metadata 

description file in xml format is created for the filtered datasets. The metadata export procedure generates 

a description file XML that contains all metadata for the selected sets. The generated file is packed into 

zip archive and it is sent to the client. 

The record structure for one dataset corresponds to the structure of the corresponding database table 

in which the metadata is stored. The list of fields in the description file can be shortened to save the size 

of the transmitted data (fields with empty values can be omitted). 

When exporting, the values of the fields that refer to the records id of other tables are replaced with 

classification codes corresponding to these records. Classification codes are recorded in tags 

corresponding to these fields. The classification codes are the same in all copies of Data banks. 

List of such tags: 

<md_maptype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value 

<md_imagetype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value  

<md_matrixtype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value  
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<md_pointtype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value  

<md_security> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value  

<md_markertype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value 

<md_centertype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value  

<md_coordinate_measurement> - the value corresponds to the value from the field 

t_classifier.code_value 

 

When importing, in the appropriate fields of the table, it is automatically recorded id of the record 

that is used in the current database.  

List of such fields: 

t_md_map.md_maptype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_maptype> and t_classifier.topic = 1 

t_md_map.md_security - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_security> and t_classifier.topic = 2 

t_md_image.md_imagetype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_imagetype> and t_classifier.topic = 3 

t_md_image.md_security - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_security> and t_classifier.topic = 2 

t_md_matrix.md_matrixtype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, 

where t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_matrixtype> and t_classifier.topic = 4 

t_md_matrix.md_security - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_security> and t_classifier.topic = 2 

t_md_points.md_pointtype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_pointtype> and t_classifier.topic = 17 

t_md_points.md_security - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_security> and t_classifier.topic = 2 

t_md_points.md_markertype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, 

where t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_markertype> and t_classifier.topic = 18 

t_md_points.md_centertype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_centertype> and t_classifier.topic = 19 

t_md_points.md_coordinate_measurement - the value corresponds to the value from the field 

t_classifier.id, where t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag 

<md_coordinate_measurement> and t_classifier.topic = 20 

 

To transfer information about the organization and the user, «virtual» fields are added to the 

exchange file, which are physically absent in the database. They contain the name (classification code).  

List of such tags: 

<md_producer> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mo_organization.mo_name  

<md_perfomer> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mp_person.mp_name 

 

When importing, in the appropriate fields of the table, it is automatically recorded id of the record 

that is used in the current database. 

List of such fields: 

t_md_map.md_producer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mo_organization.id, 

where t_mo_organization.mo_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_producer>  

t_md_map.md_perfomer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mp_person.id, where 

t_mp_person.mp_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_perfomer>  

t_md_image.md_producer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mo_organization.id, 

where t_mo_organization.mo_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_producer>  

t_md_image.md_perfomer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mp_person.id, 

where t_mp_person.mp_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_perfomer>  
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t_md_matrix.md_producer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mo_organization.id, 

where t_mo_organization.mo_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_producer>  

t_md_matrix.md_perfomer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mp_person.id, 

where t_mp_person.mp_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_perfomer>  

t_md_points.md_producer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mo_organization.id, 

where t_mo_organization.mo_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_producer>  

t_md_points.md_perfomer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mp_person.id, 

where t_mp_person.mp_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_perfomer> 

 

In addition to the metadata itself, the description file contains tables of directories, data formats, 

organizations and employees (t_classifier, t_mf_format, t_mo_organization, t_mp_person). This data will 

be automatically imported before importing metadata. The structure of the record for this data 

corresponds to the structure of the corresponding table. References to id records of other tables also 

change to classification codes. Classification codes are recorded in tags corresponding to these fields. 

List of such tags: 

<topic> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier_topic.code 

 

When importing, in the appropriate fields of the table, it is automatically recorded id of the record 

that is used in the current database.  

List of such fields: 

t_classifier.topic – the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier_topic.id, where 

t_classifier_topic.code is equal to the value of the tag <topic> 

 

Additionally, the table name in the table attribute and the organization attribute are specified for the 

entire file. The table attribute can take the following values: t_md_map (it describes vector sets), 

t_md_matrix (it describes matrix sets), t_md_image (it describes raster sets), t_md_points (it describes 

sets of plan elevation basis points). The organization attribute specifies the name of the data bank in 

which the source materials are stored.  

The example file containing information about one set together with references is shown below: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<metadata table="t_md_map" organization="CDB"> 

<row> 

<id>182</id> 

<md_ident>6473484F-1DA5-4719-A5B4-0F2740380F36</md_ident> 

<md_dataname>Azerbaijan</md_dataname> 

<md_createdate>2015-02-25 11:12:44</md_createdate> 

<md_recdate>2018-05-04 05:32:45</md_recdate> 

<md_producer_ref/> 

<md_maptype>area map</md_maptype> 

<md_mapscale>1000000</md_mapscale> 

<md_westsouthe>44.712593000000000</md_westsouthe> 

<md_westsouthn>38.346045000000000</md_westsouthn> 

<md_westnorthe>44.712593000000000</md_westnorthe> 

<md_westnorthn>41.994411000000000</md_westnorthn> 

<md_eastnorthe>51.069596000000000</md_eastnorthe> 

<md_eastnorthn>41.994411000000000</md_eastnorthn> 

<md_eastsouthe>51.069596000000000</md_eastsouthe> 

<md_eastsouthn>38.346045000000000</md_eastsouthn> 

<md_format>SXF</md_format> 

<md_datacount>1</md_datacount> 

<md_totalsize>2038</md_totalsize> 

<md_filename> 

\SXF\Azer\Azerbaijan.sxf.zip\2018\20180504\Azerbaijan.sxf.zip 

</md_filename> 

<md_group_ref>6</md_group_ref> 
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<md_epsgcode/> 

<md_backup/> 

<md_comment/> 

<md_preview> 

\SXF\Azer\Azerbaijan.sxf.zip\2018\20180504\Azerbaijan.sxf.zip.preview.png 

</md_preview> 

<md_perfomer_ref/> 

<md_security/> 

<md_lineage/> 

<md_classifier> 

\SXF\Azer\Azerbaijan.sxf\2018\20180419\1mOGK13g.rsc 

</md_classifier> 

<linkobject>209</linkobject> 

<md_totalcount>3</md_totalcount> 

<linksheet>t_md_map</linksheet> 

<md_areadate>2014</md_areadate> 

<editdate>2018-05-04 05:32:45</editdate> 

<edituser/> 

<md_checksum>-874971</md_checksum> 

<md_location/> 

<md_secondary/> 

<md_checklog/> 

<md_uploadlog/> 

<md_geom/> 

<md_listname>Azerbaijan</md_listname> 

<md_featurecount>3069</md_featurecount> 

<md_org_source/> 

<md_backcopy1_date/> 

<md_backcopy2_date/> 

<md_producer/> 

<md_perfomer/> 

</row> 

 

<t_mo_organization> 

<row> 

<id>4</id> 

<mo_ident>AE0EF9D6-F09A-4210-AFF2-9F14BFECCECF</mo_ident> 

<mo_name>Google</mo_name> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>6</id> 

<mo_ident>57BD1A7B-2C1E-4BF1-9A9D-5B9BBF564474</mo_ident> 

<mo_name>OpenStreetMap</mo_name> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>13</id> 

<mo_name>JSC "KB PANORAMA"</mo_name> 

<mo_phone>+7-495-739-02-45</mo_phone> 

<mo_facsimile>+7-495-739-02-44</mo_facsimile> 

<mo_city>Noginsk</mo_city> 

<mo_adminarea>Moscow region</mo_adminarea> 

<mo_postalcode>142400</mo_postalcode> 

<mo_country>Russia</mo_country> 

<mo_email>panorama@gisinfo.ru</mo_email> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>25</id> 

<mo_ident>9195AE40-6F34-42CB-B051-68E3159048DD</mo_ident> 

<mo_name>NASA (Landsat 7)</mo_name> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>26</id> 
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<mo_ident>9CCDA3E2-DDC3-4DFB-A059-2D0FA1B447FA</mo_ident> 

<mo_name>VMap0</mo_name> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>5</id> 

<mo_ident>4C275EB1-ED87-4CB9-B361-11DAEF8F0980</mo_ident> 

<mo_name>NASA (SRTM)1</mo_name> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>27</id> 

<mo_ident>33EFB44D-30AD-47B6-858F-CE69725C2362</mo_ident> 

<mo_name>Aerogeodesia</mo_name> 

<mo_phone>(812) 766-2979, 766-5641</mo_phone> 

<mo_city>St. Petersburg</mo_city> 

<mo_postalcode>192102</mo_postalcode> 

<mo_country>Russia</mo_country> 

</row> 

</t_mo_organization> 

 

<t_mp_person> 

<row> 

<id>4</id> 

<mp_ident>ANONYMOUS</mp_ident> 

<mp_name>Stepanov Eduard Sergeevich</mp_name> 

<mp_position>Operator</mp_position> 

<mp_phone>123-45-12</mp_phone> 

<mp_email>stepan@mail.ru</mp_email> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>7</id> 

<mp_ident>admin</mp_ident> 

<mp_name>Petrov Sergey Ivanovich</mp_name> 

<mp_position>Programmer</mp_position> 

<mp_phone>(496)512-22-86</mp_phone> 

<mp_firm>13</mp_firm> 

</row> 

</t_mp_person> 

 

<t_classifier> 

<row> 

<id>19</id> 

<topic>5</topic> 

<numb>1</numb> 

<code>1</code> 

<text_value>Maps and plans</text_value> 

<comment>Maps and plans</comment> 

<code_value>maps ahd plans</code_value> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>17</id> 

<topic>4</topic> 

<numb>2</numb> 

<code>202</code> 

<text_value>TIN-model</text_value> 

<comment>TIN-model</comment> 

<code_value>tin model</code_value> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>18</id> 

<topic>4</topic> 

<numb>3</numb> 

<code>203</code> 
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<text_value>Point cloud (laser shooting)</text_value> 

<comment>Point cloud (laser shooting)</comment> 

<code_value>point cloud</code_value> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>2</id> 

<topic>1</topic> 

<numb>1</numb> 

<code>1</code> 

<text_value>Map</text_value> 

<comment>DTM nomenclature sheet in international marking</comment> 

<code_value>map sheet</code_value> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>3</id> 

<topic>1</topic> 

<numb>2</numb> 

<code>2</code> 

<text_value>Standard nomenclature</text_value> 

<comment>City plan</comment> 

<code_value>city plane</code_value> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>4</id> 

<topic>1</topic> 

<numb>3</numb> 

<code>3</code> 

<text_value>Map of arbitrary territory</text_value> 

<comment>Map of the region within arbitrary boundaries</comment> 

<code_value>area map</code_value> 

</row> 

</t_classifier> 

 

<t_mf_format> 

<row> 

<id>2</id> 

<mf_ident>ED29D7B9-9E25-4889-A43C-4E277B872527</mf_ident> 

<mf_name>SXF</mf_name> 

<mf_comment> 

Format for storing and exchanging vector data GIS "Panorama" 

</mf_comment> 

<mf_type>19</mf_type> 

<mf_extra>RSC</mf_extra> 

<mf_code>551</mf_code> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>3</id> 

<mf_ident>A336BCFE-1551-421C-B286-C1E687FA9B1E</mf_ident> 

<mf_name>RSW</mf_name> 

<mf_comment>Raster maps GIS "Panorama"</mf_comment> 

<mf_type>20</mf_type> 

<mf_code>555</mf_code> 

</row> 

<row> 

<id>4</id> 

<mf_ident>505A6BEF-1D5E-4297-A9DC-44006E30D8B1</mf_ident> 

<mf_name>MTW</mf_name> 

<mf_comment>Matrix maps GIS "Panorama"</mf_comment> 

<mf_type>21</mf_type> 

<mf_code>556</mf_code> 

</row> 

<row> 
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<id>5</id> 

<mf_ident>73F6A20F-E8C0-4213-A16A-C83A2E8D6F02</mf_ident> 

<mf_name>SHP</mf_name> 

<mf_comment>Vector maps ArcGIS</mf_comment> 

<mf_type>19</mf_type> 

<mf_request>DBF</mf_request> 

<mf_extra>PRJ,CPG,SHX,QIX</mf_extra> 

<mf_code>559</mf_code> 

</row> 

</t_mf_format> 

</metadata> 

 

3.15.3 Export and import of metadata along with spatial datasets 

To export and import metadata with spatial data sets, a mode is used in which a description file with 

the extension dslist and zip archives (one archive for each data set) are created for the data sets selected 

by the filter. The description file contains a list of zip archives with a list of all metadata for each data set 

(zip archive). 

The record structure for one data set (zip archive) corresponds to the structure of the corresponding 

database table in which metadata is stored. The list of fields in the description file dslist can be reduced to 

save the size of the transmitted data (fields with empty values can be omitted). 

When exporting, the values of the fields that refer to the records id of other tables are replaced with 

classification codes corresponding to these records. Classification codes are recorded in tags 

corresponding to these fields. The classification codes are the same in all copies of Databanks. 

List of such tags: 

<md_maptype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value 

<md_imagetype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value 

<md_matrixtype> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value 

<md_security> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.code_value 

<topic> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier_topic.code 

 

When importing, in the appropriate fields of the table, it is automatically recorded id of the record 

that is used in the current database.  

List of such fields: 

t_md_map.md_maptype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_maptype> and t_classifier.topic = 1 

t_md_map.md_security - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_security> and t_classifier.topic = 2 

t_md_image.md_imagetype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_imagetype> and t_classifier.topic = 3 

t_md_image.md_security - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_security> and t_classifier.topic = 2 

t_md_matrix.md_matrixtype - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, 

where t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_matrixtype> and t_classifier.topic = 4 

t_md_matrix.md_security - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier.id, where 

t_classifier.code_value is equal to the value of the tag <md_security> and t_classifier.topic = 2 

t_classifier.topic - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier_topic.id, where 

t_classifier_topic.code is equal to the value of the tag <topic> 

 

To transfer information about the organization and the user, «virtual» fields are added to the 

exchange file that is not physically in the database. They contain the name (classification code). 

List of tags: 

<md_producer> - the value corresponds to the value from the field  
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t_mo_organization.mo_name  

<md_perfomer> - the value corresponds to the value from the field  

t_mp_person.mp_name  

 

When importing, in the appropriate fields of the table, it is automatically recorded id of the record 

that is used in the current database. 

List of such fields: 

t_md_map.md_producer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mo_organization.id, 

where t_mo_organization.mo_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_producer>  

t_md_map.md_perfomer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mp_person.id, where 

t_mp_person.mp_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_perfomer>  

t_md_image.md_producer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mo_organization.id, 

where t_mo_organization.mo_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_producer>  

t_md_image.md_perfomer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mp_person.id, 

where t_mp_person.mp_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_perfomer >  

t_md_matrix.md_producer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mo_organization.id, 

where t_mo_organization.mo_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_producer>  

t_md_matrix.md_perfomer - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_mp_person.id, 

where t_mp_person.mp_name is equal to the value of the tag <md_perfomer> 

 

In addition to the metadata itself, the description file contains tables of directories, data formats, 

organizations and employees (t_classifier, t_mf_format, t_mo_organization, t_mp_person). This data will 

be automatically imported before importing metadata. The structure of the record of this data corresponds 

to the structure of the corresponding table. References to id records of other tables also change to 

classification codes. Classification codes are recorded in tags corresponding to these fields. 

List of tags: 

<topic> - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier_topic.code  

 

When importing, the record id, which is used in the current database, it is automatically recorded in 

the corresponding fields of the table. 

The list of such fields: 

t_classifier.topic - the value corresponds to the value from the field t_classifier_topic.id, where 

t_classifier_topic.code is equal to the value of the tag <topic> 

The example file containing information about two datasets and directories is shown below: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<DSL> 

  <item name="Lebanon.sxf.zip"> 

    <metadata> 

      <field name="md_dataname" value="Lebanon"/> 

      <field name="md_maptype" value="area map"/> 

      <field name="md_mapscale" value="1000000"/> 

      <field name="md_westsouthe" value="34.822432000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_westsouthn" value="33.006094000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_westnorthe" value="34.822432000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_westnorthn" value="34.732745000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_eastnorthe" value="36.679489000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_eastnorthn" value="34.732745000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_eastsouthe" value="36.679489000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_eastsouthn" value="33.006094000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_format" value="SXF"/> 

      <field name="md_datacount" value="1"/> 
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      <field name="md_security" value=""/> 

      <field name="md_classifier" value="\SXF\Leb\Lebanon.sxf\2018\20180508\1mOGK13g.rsc"/> 

      <field name="md_areadate" value="2014"/> 

      <field name="md_listname" value="Lebanon"/> 

      <field name="md_featurecount" value="598"/> 

    </metadata> 

  </item> 

  <item name="UAE.sxf.zip"> 

    <metadata> 

      <field name="md_dataname" value="UAE"/> 

      <field name="md_maptype" value="area map"/> 

      <field name="md_mapscale" value="1000000"/> 

      <field name="md_westsouthe" value="51.377669000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_westsouthn" value="22.581823000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_westnorthe" value="51.377669000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_westnorthn" value="26.190733000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_eastnorthe" value="56.575726000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_eastnorthn" value="26.190733000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_eastsouthe" value="56.575726000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_eastsouthn" value="22.581823000000000"/> 

      <field name="md_format" value="SXF"/> 

      <field name="md_datacount" value="1"/> 

      <field name="md_security" value=""/> 

      <field name="md_classifier" value="\SXF\UAE\UAE.sxf\2018\20180508\1mOGK13g.rsc"/> 

      <field name="md_areadate" value="2014"/> 

      <field name="md_listname" value="UAE"/> 

      <field name="md_featurecount" value="2265"/> 

    </metadata> 

  </item> 

 

  <t_mo_organization> 

    <row> 

      <id>4</id> 

      <mo_ident>AE0EF9D6-F09A-4210-AFF2-9F14BFECCECF</mo_ident> 

      <mo_name>Google</mo_name> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>6</id> 

      <mo_ident>57BD1A7B-2C1E-4BF1-9A9D-5B9BBF564474</mo_ident> 

      <mo_name>OpenStreetMap</mo_name> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>13</id> 

      <mo_name>JSC "KB PANORAMA"</mo_name> 

      <mo_phone>+7-495-739-02-45</mo_phone> 

      <mo_facsimile>+7-495-739-02-44</mo_facsimile> 

      <mo_city>Noginsk</mo_city> 

      <mo_adminarea>Moscow region</mo_adminarea> 

      <mo_postalcode>142400</mo_postalcode> 

      <mo_country>Russia</mo_country> 

      <mo_email>panorama@gisinfo.ru</mo_email> 
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    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>25</id> 

      <mo_ident>9195AE40-6F34-42CB-B051-68E3159048DD</mo_ident> 

      <mo_name>NASA (Landsat 7)</mo_name> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>26</id> 

      <mo_ident>9CCDA3E2-DDC3-4DFB-A059-2D0FA1B447FA</mo_ident> 

      <mo_name>VMap0</mo_name> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>5</id> 

      <mo_ident>4C275EB1-ED87-4CB9-B361-11DAEF8F0980</mo_ident> 

      <mo_name>NASA (SRTM)1</mo_name> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>27</id> 

      <mo_ident>33EFB44D-30AD-47B6-858F-CE69725C2362</mo_ident> 

      <mo_name>Aerogeodesia</mo_name> 

      <mo_phone>(812) 766-2979, 766-5641</mo_phone> 

      <mo_city>St. Petersburg</mo_city> 

      <mo_postalcode>192102</mo_postalcode> 

      <mo_country>Russia</mo_country> 

    </row> 

  </t_mo_organization> 

 

  <t_mp_person> 

    <row> 

      <id>4</id> 

      <mp_ident>ANONYMOUS</mp_ident> 

      <mp_name>Stepanov Eduard Sergeevich</mp_name> 

      <mp_position>Operator</mp_position> 

      <mp_phone>123-45-12</mp_phone> 

      <mp_email>stepan@mail.ru</mp_email> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>7</id> 

      <mp_ident>admin</mp_ident> 

      <mp_name>Petrov Sergey Ivanovich</mp_name> 

      <mp_position>Programmer</mp_position> 

      <mp_phone>(496)511-80-86</mp_phone> 

      <mp_firm>13</mp_firm> 

    </row> 

  </t_mp_person> 

 

  <t_classifier> 

    <row> 

      <id>19</id> 

      <topic>5</topic> 

      <numb>1</numb> 
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      <code>1</code> 

      <text_value>Maps and plans</text_value> 

      <comment>Maps and plans</comment> 

      <code_value>maps ahd plans</code_value> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>17</id> 

      <topic>4</topic> 

      <numb>2</numb> 

      <code>202</code> 

      <text_value>TIN-model</text_value> 

      <comment>TIN-model</comment> 

      <code_value>tin model</code_value> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>18</id> 

      <topic>4</topic> 

      <numb>3</numb> 

      <code>203</code> 

      <text_value>Point cloud (laser shooting)</text_value> 

      <comment>Point cloud (laser shooting)</comment> 

      <code_value>point cloud</code_value> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>2</id> 

      <topic>1</topic> 

      <numb>1</numb> 

      <code>1</code> 

      <text_value>Map</text_value> 

      <comment>DTM nomenclature sheet in international marking</comment> 

      <code_value>map sheet</code_value> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>3</id> 

      <topic>1</topic> 

      <numb>2</numb> 

      <code>2</code> 

      <text_value>Standard nomenclature</text_value> 

      <comment>City plan</comment> 

      <code_value>city plane</code_value> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>4</id> 

      <topic>1</topic> 

      <numb>3</numb> 

      <code>3</code> 

      <text_value>Map of arbitrary territory</text_value> 

      <comment>Map of the region within arbitrary boundaries</comment> 

      <code_value>area map</code_value> 

    </row>     

  </t_classifier> 
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  <t_mf_format> 

    <row> 

      <id>2</id> 

      <mf_ident>ED29D7B9-9E25-4889-A43C-4E277B872527</mf_ident> 

      <mf_name>SXF</mf_name> 

      <mf_comment>Format for storing and exchanging vector data GIS "Panorama"</mf_comment> 

      <mf_type>19</mf_type> 

      <mf_extra>RSC</mf_extra> 

      <mf_code>551</mf_code> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>3</id> 

      <mf_ident>A336BCFE-1551-421C-B286-C1E687FA9B1E</mf_ident> 

      <mf_name>RSW</mf_name> 

      <mf_comment>Raster maps GIS "Panorama"</mf_comment> 

      <mf_type>20</mf_type> 

      <mf_code>555</mf_code> 

    </row> 

    <row> 

      <id>4</id> 

      <mf_ident>505A6BEF-1D5E-4297-A9DC-44006E30D8B1</mf_ident> 

      <mf_name>MTW</mf_name> 

      <mf_comment>Matrix maps GIS "Panorama"</mf_comment> 

      <mf_type>21</mf_type> 

      <mf_code>556</mf_code> 

    </row> 

  </t_mf_format> 

 

</DSL> 

 

3.16 Troubleshooting 

If errors occur, it is necessary to view the logs of Complex and its components (GIS Server 

PARB.00049-01 and GIS WebService SE of PARB.00160-01). Errors can also be recorded in the logs of 

the interpreter PHP and web server.  

By default, the logs of Complex are located in the directory 

c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\geodbse\log\. Each month a new log file is created, the file name 

contains the year and month, for example: geodbse.20161101.log.  

The log of GIS server is located in the directory c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\log\. 

Logs of GIS WebService are located in two directories. Log of web component – in directory 

c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\giswebservicese\logs\. Service log – in directory 

c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\appservice\LOG\. 

The path to the log of interpreter PHP is specified in its settings file (php.ini) in the parameter 

error_log. 

By default, IIS web server logs are located in the directory c:\inetpub\logs\. 

When contacting technical support, it is recommended to send all these logs. You should copy them 

immediately after the error occurs. It is also necessary to describe the sequence of actions leading to the 

error, and take screenshots. 
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3.17 Configuring the type of license 

The fixed license assumes binding of service to parameters of the computer on the basis of 

registration data. Registration of the license with the registration key type is made through the 

administrator of GIS WebService SE PARB.00160-01 on the basis of the document «Administrator’s 

guide» of PARB.00160-01 32 01 EN section «Remote service administration - Setting the type of 

license». 
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4 CHECKING THE PROGRAM 

The general conclusion about the program's operability is specified after verification the results of 

implementation the software «Complex of management for data bank of digital maps and remote sensing 

of the Earth». 

During the check, the main functions of the program are performed: 

- accumulation, recording, storage and delivery the digital maps, data of remote sensing and 

matrices of heights, as well as their digital forms; 

- input control of the structure of digital maps, remote sensing data and matrices of heights and 

the completeness of their metadata; 

- automatic accumulation and accounting of several versions for digital maps, remote sensing 

data and matrices of heights; 

- search for digital maps, remote sensing data, matrices of heights and documents based on 

metadata with the possibility of selection (filtering) and display them on the background map; 

- forming reports on the availability of materials, data types, storage scales, reports on the date of 

the state for the terrain, the amount of occupied disk space; 

- forming of geocoverings for a specified territory from digital maps, remote sensing data and 

matrices of heights; 

- automated transformation of digital maps, remote sensing data and elevation matrices into a 

specified coordinate system to form a geo-coverage for a specified territory; 

- provision of administration for the metadata of data base and archive of digital maps and remote 

sensing data, and authorized access to data on the basis of data security tools included in the 

operating system; 

- creation, automatic updating and display in the specified symbols of schemes for availability of 

digital maps, remote sensing data and matrices of heights stored in the data bank. 

 

4.1 Composition for the control sample of the program 

The control sample includes parameter files configured to work with the service GIS WebServise 

SE and with DBMS. 

 

4.2 Results of the work for the control sample of the program 

To run a test case, it is necessary to: 

- install Complex; 

- configure access rights and configure Complex; 

- enter the in the address bar of the browser URL: http://localhost/geodbse/geodbse/index.php. 

 

The result of the correct operation for the test case is the display of a web page with a map image in 

the browser. 
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Figure 70 -  Result of running a test case 

To search for digital maps, remote sensing data, elevation matrices and documents using the data 

base of metadata and display it on the map, it is necessary to specify the metadata table filter parameters 

and select one of the list materials. 

The result of correct operation is the display of the selected material on the map. 

 

 

Figure 71 -  Searching for cartographic material using the data base of metadata 

To process requests for the issuance of the required digital maps, remote sensing data and matrices 

of heights, it is necessary to select one of the material types in the metadata list and to click the link 

«Download». 

The result of the correct operation is the call to the dialog to save the material or the message about 

the absence of this material on the server. 
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Figure 72 -  Query processing for issuance of required materials 

To download the previously downloaded material and perform the input control of the structure, 

you must be authorized on the page and to select the tab Loading Materials and download the file in 

accordance with «User’s guide» PARB.00033-03 34 01 EN. When downloading, the material availability 

in Data Bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth is checked, and a different version of the 

material is created with the previous one saved. During the download process, automatic updating of the 

schemes for the presence of digital maps, remote sensing data and matrices of heights will be performed. 

The result of correct operation is the output report of the load and the display of the loaded material 

in the table of the corresponding section. 

 

 

Figure 73 -  Report of the file placement in Data Bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth 
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To generate reports on the availability of materials, data types, storage scales, reports on the date for 

the state of the terrain, the amount of occupied disk space, it is necessary to switch to the tab «Reports». 

Specify report parameters (Maps, Remote Sensing Data, Statistics, Scales, Years of state for the terrain) 

and press the button «Report», and to save the generated report on the disk. 

The result of the correct operation is a saved report that satisfies all specified parameters. 

 

 

Figure 74 -  Generating reports 

For administration the data base of metadata and the archive of digital maps, remote sensing data 

and matrices of heights, it is necessary to enter in the address string of browser URL: 

http://<IP-адрес сервера>/geodbse/geodbse/admin/admin.php. 

Enter the user name and password of the system administrator in accordance with the configuration. 

The result of correct operation is the display of the administrative page with the ability to configure 

the data base of metadata and the archive of digital maps, remote sensing data and matrices of heights. 

 

 

Figure 75 -  Configuring the settings of data base 
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5 ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

Complex allows to register new types of data and to put them in a data bank. To do this, it is 

necessary to configure the list of data formats, specifying: 

- the main file format – the extension of the file that is the main file in the data set; 

- the type of metadata – the type of the metadata table into which the metadata description of the 

data set for this format will be placed; 

- mandatory – a list of file extensions, separated by commas, which must accompany the main 

file in the set; 

- acceptable – a list of file extensions, separated by commas, that can accompany the main file in 

the set. 
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6 MESSAGES TO THE ADMINISTRATOR 

In the process of work in the catalog of metadata for Complex, a log of work is created. The 

complex log is located in the directory [metadata directory]\geodbse\log\. Every month a new log file is 

created, the file name contains the year and month, for example: geodbse.20161101.log. 

Table 7 lists the messages that can be contained in the log. 

 

Table 7 -  List of messages 

Error name Probable cause Solution 

Error reading of the 

parameters file 

Missing or corrupt the parameter file 

param.js 

Check the presence of a file in the 

metadata catalog of Complex or 

reconfigure Complex 

filesender.php: File 

"..." not found 

When you try to request a file 

(cartographic material) for download 

it was not found by the path specified 

in the data base of metadata 

Check for this file by the specified path 

include.php: Unable 

to connect to the 

database! 

host=spatialdb.net 

port=5432 

dbname=geodb 

user=reader 

password=12345678 

The error occurred while connecting 

to the data base 

Check the data base connection settings, 

check the availability of the data base 

server 

2015-05-21 16:13:21 

Error updating 

record id = 679 in 

the table 

't_md_map'! 

The error occurred while executing 

the request of record updating in the 

table of metadata 

Check for the user's rights (see file 

config.php) to update, the specified in 

the text, the error of table 

>>>> 09:52:12   

Error for command - 

INSERT INTO 

t_md_map 

(md_ident… 

 

>>>> 09:52:12 

ERROR: duplicate 

key value violates 

unique constraint 

"t_mg_map_pkey" 

DETAIL: Key 

(id)=(7) already 

exists. 

The error occurred while adding the 

record to the table. 

Check the current value of the sequence 

used for identifier record in the table. 

The example, for the table t_md_map, 

this is the sequence seq_map. It is 

necessary that the current value of the 

sequence corresponds to the maximum 

value in the field id table. To fix this, it 

is possible to use the console pgAdmin 

III to open the properties of the 

sequence and fix the current value. 

Limited functionality 

mode 

Security key has not been found on 

server 

Insert security key 

 

Table 8 -  List of messages during update the data base 

Message Probable cause Solution 

ERROR: duplicate key 

value violates unique 

The current value of the sequence 

seq_settings that is used to 

It is necessary to open the 

properties of the sequence 
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Message Probable cause Solution 

constraint "t_settings_pkey" 

DETAIL:  Key (id)=(2) 

already exists 

determine the index value of the 

table id field t_settings is 

incorrect. 

seq_settings, and to set the current 

value to the maximum value of the 

field id the table t_settings. 

ERROR:  insert or update 

on table "t_application" 

violates foreign key 

constraint 

"t_application_fk_perfomer" 

DETAIL:  Key 

(ap_perfomer_ref)=(12) is 

not present in table 

"t_mp_person" 

Link to non-existing records in 

the table employees 

(t_mp_person) from the table of 

applications (t_application). 

It is necessary to remove references 

from the fields ap_perfomer_ref, 

ap_recipient_ref of the table 

t_application to non-existing 

records of the table t_mp_person. 

ERROR:  column 

"md_geom" of relation 

"t_md_map" already exists 

The field md_geom has already 

exists. 

It is necessary to skip the execution 

of the script for adding this field. 
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THE LIST OF SYMBOLS, TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

GIS - geoinformation system. 

GSI - geospatial information. 

RSE - remote sensing of the Earth. 

OS - operating system. 

OODB - the object-oriented database. 

SS - special software. 

DBMS - Database of management system.   

DM - a digital map. 

DTM - a digital topographic map. 

DPC - data processing center. 

GIS - Geographic Information System (GIS). 

GML - Geography Markup Language. 

Attributive data - a piece of data that characterizes the properties of spatial objects (except 

for information about their spatial location). 

Data base - a collection of data organized in accordance with certain rules and 

maintained in computer memory, characterizing the current state of a 

certain domain and used to meet the information needs of the user. The 

basis of the data base is the data model. 

Basic spatial objects - digital data on the most used objects of the terrain, which differ in the 

stability of the spatial position in time and serving as a basis for 

positioning other spatial objects. 

Geocoverage - a scheme of the availability of geospatial information, performed in 

specified conventional signs. 

Geoportal - a mean for access to distributed network resources of spatial data and geo-

services located in the Internet environment. 

Geoservice - the ability of a geoportal user to perform any actions on spatial data. 

Boundaries - a set that contains limitations of some entity [ISO 19136: 2007]. 

The unitary 

electronic 

cartographic basis 

- a digital cartographic image that is the backbone (substrate) for 

combining with the image of other spatial data or creating spatial data. 

Identification - the process of assigning a unique value to the attribute of the object that 

does not coincide with any other value of this attribute from other objects. 

Coordinate data - a piece of data that characterizes information about the spatial location of 

objects. 

Metadata - data about the data [ISO 19115: 2003], data describing the content, 

volume, position in space, quality and other characteristics of spatial data. 

Модель данных - фиксированная система понятий и правил для представления данных 

структуры, состояния и динамики проблемной области в базе 

данных. 
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The data set - an identifiable collection of data [ISO 19115: 2003]. 

The object-oriented 

database 

- a database in which data is modeled as object models, including 

application programs that are controlled by external events. Such database 

is usually recommended for cases where it is required high-performance 

processing of data having a complex structure. 

Spatial data - digital terrain data and geographic and anthropogenic objects located on 

it, including information on their location, form and properties, presented 

in the coordinate-time system. 

The spatial object - a digital model for material or abstract object of the real or virtual world, 

with an indication of the identifier, the nature of the localization, the 

positioning of the object and its attributive data. 

Relational data base - a database based on a relational data model. 

DBMS - a set of software and linguistic tools for general and special purposes, 

providing management of the creation and using of data bases. 

Server - (software) - software that receives requests from customers. 

Server - (hardware) - a computer dedicated to performing certain service functions. 

The data dictionary - a list of data describing the semantic content and form for the 

representation of entities and metadata elements, the rules for filling them, 

as well as a set of possible values for metadata elements [ISO 19115: 

2003]. 

The essence of 

metadata 

- a set of metadata elements that describe the same aspect of the data [ISO 

19115: 2003]. 

Scheme - a collection of scheme components within a single target namespace [ISO 

19136: 2007]. 

The metadata 

element 

- a discrete metadata unit [ISO 19115: 2003]. 

Unified resource 

locator (URL) 

- a standardized string of characters indicating the location of the resource 

on the Internet [ISO 19115: 2003]. 

PHP - a scripting programming language used to develop web applications. 

WEB-publication - a form of data representation for display on the Internet. 

ISO - the international non-governmental organization engaged in the 

development of international standards and cooperation in the field of 

standardization. 
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